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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
APRIL 1999
If this newsletter gets written it will be a miracle. My family and I are in our van headed for Seattle. Our two youngest (on spring break) and their cousin
are in the back playing a version of hearts that seems to require wrestling, while Bonnie is dramatically feigning drowsiness in a vain attempt to get one
of us to take over driving after her "grueling" 20-minute stint. So we're all laughing pretty hard. I hope the day will trend upward on the same slope as
yesterday, when Religion Professor Jerry Sittser and I left home for Olympia at 5:15 a.m. We were called to testify for the defense in an exasperating
suit against the state for allowing students to use a state financial aid grant at church-related institutions. Once we got off the stand it was nice to spend
some time together as we hustled back to Spokane. The day ended with a magnificent concert featuring baritone Frank Hernandez, '93, his wife, soprano
Jan Grissom, and the Spokane Symphony. All three were spectacular. And baby Kent Hernandez, who stopped by a day earlier with his parents, is not
only darling, but cries with an exquisite vibrato. So life at Whitworth continues to be good, if a bit hectic. Our students really needed spring break, but
they seem in good spirits for the final push. I hope these days find you reminded of the renewing qualities of life as you enjoy the buds and blossoms,
and as you continue along with us to celebrate the Easter resurrection.
ACADEMICS
Five of our English students had the chance to share their talents at the
National Undergraduate Literary Conference early this month. The
students selected were Stephanie Lenox, creative non-fiction; Andrea
Palpant, fiction; Joshua Robbins and Rebecca Harmon, poetry; and Emily
Myers, literary criticism. These students received high praise for their
work, and they were generous in their appreciation of the quality of our
English faculty.
Psychology Professor Jim Waller learned recently that he's been
awarded a highly competitive grant from the Pew Foundation. The
$35,000 award will allow him to devote next year to full-time research on
the psychology of evil. The grant was one of 16 nationwide, with winners
chosen from more than 250 applicants. Jim is the second Whitworth faculty
member to receive one of these grants under the Pew Evangelical Schol-
arship Initiative. The first was History/Political Science Professor John
Yoder, who is currently spending a Pew-funded year researching and
writing about democracy in several African countries.
Faculty Development Day this spring brought us Barbara Walvoord,
a good friend of the college and a nationally known authority on
teaching strategies and assessment. Barbara, who helped design our
highly successful Writing Across the Curriculum program, made us think
carefully about tying in our assessment with the educational goals that
we're busy revising.
Our Master in International Management program has been awarded
another Title VI-B grant by the U. S. Department of Education.
Through the good work of M1M Director Dan Sanford and Whitworth
Institute of International Management Director JoAnn Nielsen, $160,000
will be granted to fund "Pathways to the European Union" for a period of
two years, beginning Sept. 1. The funds will be used to develop a certificate
program for business managers and executives interested in increasing
their business in Europe. The grant will also help to link a Whitworth MIM
class with a class at one of our partner institutions, Maastricht University,
in the Netherlands. Internet links and satellite transmission will enable
students at Whitworth and Maastricht to collaborate on projects.
Each semester our faculty members have the chance to share the rich
diversity of their scholarly interests in a series of lunchtime presenta-
tions. So far this spring we've heard from History Professor Arlin Migliazzo
on the dialectical history of higher education; Religion Professor Roger
Mohrlang on updating his translation of the New Testament into the
language of the Kamwe people of Nigeria; English Professor Pam Corpron
Parker on the evangelical roots of 19th-century feminism and philan-
thropy; Psychology Professor Karol Maybury on her psychobiographical
research on aviator Beryl Markham; and Kinesiology Professor Kirk
Westre on transformational student leadership.
Just so you know that we're not all Presbyterians, I should note that
History Professor Dale Soden (a proud Lutheran who may have been
drawn to the denomination by a misunderstanding of Martin Luther's
famed "sin boldly" statement) was the featured lecturer, along with
William Willimon from Duke University, for approximately 150 Lutheran
pastors at a recent three-day event in Seattle. Dale lectured on the challenge
of preaching in the context of American popular culture, and on
postmodernism and contemporary spirituality. In addition to his teaching
duties here at Whitworth, Dale serves as director of the C. Davis and
Annette Weyerhaeuser Center for Christian Faith and Learning.
The Whitworth Wind Ensemble will present its spring concert,
Alliances, on Tuesday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. at the Met. Director
Richard Strauch has done a wonderful job with the ensemble. They will
perform a varied program including Percy Grainger's Lincolnshire Posy
and Richard Strauss's Serenade in E-flat. The concert will also feature the
Spokane Symphony's principal hornist, Margaret Wilds, in a performance
of Brad Warnaar's Alliances for Solo Horn and Wind Ensemble. In
recognition of Spokane's Japan Week, the ensemble will perform Gloriosa,
a symphonic poem by Japanese composer Yasuhide Ito. The ensemble has
had a great year, highlighted by an invitation to perform in Portland at the
Northwest division of the Music Educators National Conference.
Speaking of music, our award-winning choir, under the very able
direction of Brian Priddy, performed during spring break in seven
complete concerts, two worship services and a choral exchange at the
University of Redlands. The singers traveled by plane to Southern Califor-
nia and drove from San Diego to Palm Desert to Ventura and quite a few
points in between. More than 80 alumni made appearances to hear the choir.
Cal Moxley, David Martin and Beth Pearson each get the prize for
attending two concerts apiece. Bonnie and I look forward to the choir's
final concert of the season on Sunday afternoon here in Spokane.
This week I received word of two Whitworthians who have been
awarded significant scholarships for this fall. Betsy Broyles Moe, '95,
reported that she has received the Presbyterian Leadership Award (tuition,
housing, fees, plus stipend) from Princeton Theological Seminary. So
Betsy and her husband, Eric, '95, are headed for New Jersey. Also, Phil
Harrington, '99, just heard that his excellent undergraduate work in math and
philosophy has been rewarded with a huge scholarship to Notre Dame, where
he will earn a Ph.D. in math. Phil is interested in both teaching and research,
and the Notre Dame program will give him opportunities to do both.
ENROLLMENT
Both freshman and transfer applications are up this year. Freshman
deposits continue to run well ahead of last year (up 52 percent as of
April 1). These next few weeks are very important, as many students are
still in the decision-making process leading up to the May 1 enrollment-
deposit deadline. We are very excited at the news that one of our applicants
is George Whitworth's great-great-great-grandchild.
This weekend we have 65 of Whitworth's brightest freshman appli-
cants on campus for our Faculty Scholarship Competition. These
students will interact with Whitworth faculty in small groups, give indi-
vidual presentations, design their own web pages in our computer labs,
participate in debates on the crisis in Kosovo, and write essays on how
college will help them prepare to contribute to positive societal change.
They will be competing for two four-year, full-tuition scholarships. Bonnie
and I look forward to hosting them for a reception tonight.
Please tell high school juniors you know about Sneak Preview, our
overnight campus visit program on April 25-26. We'll have about 150
juniors and their parents on campus for this annual event. Many students
begin their journey through Whitworth during Sneak Preview weekend.
STUDENT LIFE
This week (April 11-18) is a really busy one, beginning with a Sunday
afternoon choir performance in Spokane, followed by the Christian
drama The Beams Are Creaking, and a Christian concert in the gym: Warren
Peace Presents Small Town Poets. Later this week the spring theatre
production, The Playboy of the Western World, begins (Mac Hall Resident
Director Gordy Toyama is lining up therapy sessions for his guys, each of
whom thinks this is a play about himself), and the week concludes with the
legendary Hawaiian Club Lu'au.
On April 24 (following our spring trustee meeting), a three-mile fun
run, a CD/video exchange, a 50-yard inflatable obstacle course, a stage
full of performers, club and dorm activity booths, food and the annual
Mr. Whitworth Contest will highlight this year's Springfest. Because
all proceeds go to En Christo and Westminster House, Springfest sponsor
ASWC thinks it would be great to have the trustees (I'm included in that
group) participate in the three-mile run. We could pledge a dollar for every
second we finish over, say, 20 minutes, and then the cardiologists could
just wheel those of us they manage to revive over to the bankruptcy court.
We do look forward to having the board here for the spring meeting. They
are a talented and dedicated group of people who love Whitworth.
RESOURCES
At the April board meeting we will have a ceremony to express our
appreciation for the renovations done on the Eric Johnston Science
Center and to dedicate the newly refurbished building. We are very
grateful to all of you who have contributed to this wonderful project.
Reports from our science faculty suggest that the changes are having an
extremely positive effect on their teaching. I was in the building this
morning, and it is beautiful!
Thanks again to those of you who have given to The Whitworth Fund.
We're having a very good year, and we still have some Phonathon pledges
outstanding (hint!).
Keep the orders coming for those HUB bricks. Contact Rochelle Kert,
assistant director of The Whitworth Fund, at rkert@whitworth.edu or at
509-777-4769 to order your brick before June 30.
ATHLETICS
Well, I saw track, baseball and women's tennis this weekend. Both the
men and women took second in their track quadrangular; the baseball team
took two out of three from UPS (including a grand slam by captain Jack
Arthaud to spark a rally); and the women's tennis team fell to Willamette.
It was a beautiful weekend for outdoor athletics. Because I have to leave
for Baltimore tomorrow morning, Terry Mitchell will fill in the blanks
when she edits this.
After double-digit victories over the UPS Loggers this week, the
baseball team stands at 9-6 in the NWC. Junior Nate Lynch is having a
triple-crown year. He ranks in the top 10 in the conference in average
(.406), and is second in home runs (9) and third in RBIs (34). Wow!
While softball is currently 1-3 in conference, the women are looking
to move up. Heather Hedum, a senior from Ephrata, is having the same
kind of year for the women as Nate Lynch is having for the men. Heather
leads the NWC in average (.493), is second in home runs (5), and ranks
fourth in RBIs (21). Heather's great play should help the softballers to
make their mark in the NWC.
The tennis teams are playing through the cold, rain, and occasional
snow that make the Pacific Northwest a springtime wonderland. The
women are currently 3-12 overall, with junior Lisa Benscheidt coming on
strong in recent matches, and the men stand at 9-8, with a shot at their
second winning season in the '90s. Junior Alan Mikkelson and sophomore
Matt Lemberg are the men's current team leaders.
In last weekend's NWC track-and-field quadrangular at Whitworth,
junior Danielle Swift (nice name for a track star) bested the rest of the
Northwest Conference in the javelin competition with a throw of 133'-
11". The week before, in some truly awful weather, the women pulled out
close decisions against Community Colleges of Spokane and North Idaho
College, and the men defeated NIC but lost to CCS.
MISCELLANEOUS
We offer enthusiastic congratulations to our director of development
for community and corporate relations, Elsa Distelhorst, honorably
mentioned in this press release from Indianapolis: "Ms. Elsa Distelhorst,
a graduate of Leadership Spokane, is one of 74 Distinguished Leadership
Award recipients honored by the National Association for Community
Leadership and Spirit." The awards go to individuals and organizations
that have strengthened and transformed communities through leadership
development. Elsa was cited for her great work in helping to make
Leadership Spokane a more inclusive effort that better reflects the compo-
sition of our community. Great job, Elsa!
DATES TO REMEMBER
April 15-16, and 23-25 Playboy of the Western World
Spring Theatre Production, Cowles Auditorium. Call 509-777-3707 for ticket
information. Alumni Pre-Play Dessert, April 23,6:45 p.m. in the HUB. Call 509-
777-3799 for dessert information.
April 20 Whitworth Wind Ensemble home concert at the Met
April 27  Whitworth Jazz Ensembles in concert
(with Mead High Jazz Ensembles),. 7:30 p.m., Cheney Cowles Auditorium
May 1 Whitworth Goes to Yakima!
Parents, alumni and friends old and new are invited to spend a day learning about
estate planning, hearing Dale Soden's Core 650 lecture, and enjoying a gourmet
lunch at First Presbyterian Church, Yakima. We're excited to be the guests of
Whitworth Trustee Reverend Rick Murray in the heart of the state. Call the
Alumni Office (509-777-3799 or 800-532-4668) for more information.
May 5 Whitworth Jazz Combo Concert
7:30 p.m., Music Recital Hall
May 15  Graduate Commencement Ceremony
Cowles Memorial Auditorium, 10 a.m.
May 16 Baccalaureate Service
Cowles Memorial Auditorium, 9:30 a.m.
May 16 Undergraduate Commencement Ceremony
Spokane Arena, 2 p.m.
It is now a glorious Sunday morning. I can't imagine a more beautiful
place than the Whitworth campus right now. I hope your travels this
summer bring you to visit us. If you haven't been here recently, you'll
be surprised at all we've done to the campus. It really looks good and
functions well. But the improvements to the campus pole in compari-
son to the intellectual, social and spiritual growth we're seeing in our
students. We had four seniors over for dinner last night, and as they left
I was overcome by how much each of them has blossomed in the last
four years. Thank you very much for the part you've played in their
lives. It couldn't have happened without you.
AN UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
DECEMBER 1 999
Spending the past 13 years living with roughly 1,000 college students has left me with a hair-trigger neurosis. On the day students return to campus,
I can always feel my stomach flip. The day they leave, it flips back. It's gotten so I don't know which flip gets it right side up. Today is the Sunday
after Thanksgiving, so mostly my stomach is just groaning, but I can still feel the return of our students. For them, and for all of us, these next three
weeks will be wild. Tests, papers, concerts, athletics events, and all the Y2K stuff will compete for our attention. This morning in church, we sang the
advent hymn Of the Father 's Love Begotten as our doxology. Feeling rather burdened, I found myself thinking that more accurate words this year would
be Of the Father's Love Forgotten. But as I was touched by the second verse, my cynicism lifted. Oh, that birth forever blessed, When the Virgin, full
of grace, By the Holy Ghost conceiving, Bare the Savior of our race. And the Babe, the world's Redeemer, First revealed His sacred face, Evermore
and evermore. I'm sure that somehow His sacred face will shine through all the chaos. Thanks so much for your interest in Whitworth College. You
are a blessing to us. I hope that the peace and joy of the world's Redeemer are yours in this milestone holiday season.
Welcome to some new readers.! send this newsletter monthly to parents,
donors, and anyone else who wants it. For the next few months, it is going
to all alumni. My main purpose in writing this newsletter is to keep friends
aware of what we're doing here at Whitworth. I don't worry too much
about being profound; I just look at the information and blaze away.
Sometimes it shows. So, warm greetings to any of you alumni who have
been out of touch for a while. Life is still good at Whitworth.
ACADEMICS
We are conducting searches for seven tenure-track faculty positions
this year. We're hiring in art, biology, economics and business (two
openings), education, Spanish, and our graduate program in international
management. This is serious stuff. The heart of Whitworth is the faculty.
After Ed Olson's death last month, I heard from one of his former students,
who wrote, "Knowing him, and learning from him, was the highlight of
the years I spent at Whitworth as student and teacher." Often our best
faculty prospects come through referrals. Ben Moss, '61, a highly re-
nowned artist on the faculty at Dartmouth, has been active in recruiting
strong candidates for the art position. We'd love it if other alumni in
higher education followed Ben's example.
I think Physics Professor Richard Stevens must have been a metal
detector in a past life. He continues to find valuable scientific equipment
out there. In his third bonanza of the year, he received multimeters (hi-tech
thermometers) from Fluke Corp. of Everett, Wash. Our thanks go to
Fluke. And if any of you are aware of other in-kind donations from which
we could benefit, please let us know.
Eleven of our science students just returned from a conference in
Portland hosted by the Murdock Charitable Trust. The students were
part of a group making poster-presentations of the research projects they
had conducted through special Murdock funding. These projects provide
rich opportunities for our students to work with our faculty scientists, and
we're grateful to Murdock for enabling this research.
In a couple of weeks, 26 students will return home after feasting on the
art, theatre, literature, culture and geography of the British Isles.
They began the fall semester in England and Scotland studying the visual
arts with Art Professor Barbara Fib. They then spent a month in Ireland
immersed in the performing arts with Theatre Professor Diana Trotter.
The students are now culminating their exposure to things British by
studying "things Leonard," as well as literature, while based in London
with English Professor Leonard Oakland. This is the way to go to college.
When I walked in the door as I returned from my last trip, Bonnie
started raving about the Whitworth Wind Ensemble concert before
telling me that I'm a good-looking man or asking me to take out the
garbage or anything. And at least one of those omissions leads me to
believe that the concert must have been great. Under the direction of
Professor Richard Strauch, the group tackled some wonderfully imagina-
tive and ambitious pieces, and executed them masterfully. I did go to the
full rehearsal before leaving town, and I sat amazed and lifted by the
beauty, expression and precision I heard.
Tomorrow I head for Seattle, where the Whitworth Choir, the
women's choir and the handbell choir will make that city forget the
World Trade Organization. Full sanctuaries at First Presbyterian
Bellevue, University Place Presbyterian in Tacoma and First Presbyterian
Seattle will hear Voices Resound, which incorporates a variety of lan-
guages, cultural traditions and musical styles to celebrate Christ's birth
from a global perspective. In addition to singing classic Christmas hymns
and spirituals, the choir will perform selections from Russia, Haiti, Brazil
and South Africa. Producing this program is our gifted choir director,
Bryan Priddy, whom many consider the "King of Mississippi Funk."
ENROLLMENT
On Nov. 13-15 our Great Escape welcomed 140 high school seniors
from 14 states that ranged from Alaska to Georgia to New Hampshire to
Arizona. These prospective students went to class, met with current
students and faculty, attended the Caedmon's Call concert, were enter-
tained by Cool Whip (our improvisational theatre troupe), and heard from
and chatted with many of us. One highlight of the weekend was a presen-
tation by the Whitworth students who participated in the Central America
Study Tour. Our next big weekend is Campus Close-Up, Feb. 20-21.
STUDENT LIFE
December festivities abound for our students. They'll be attending
The Nutcracker downtown, the Whitworth Choir concert, the Winter
Formal, the Last Coffeehouse of the Millennium, and countless parties.
Christmasfest events include some traditional favorites, like the cookie-
decorating party and the President's Christmas Reception (with wassail
to die for). This year we are also hosting a new event, An Evening in
December, featuring a performance of How The Grinch Stole Christmas,
the women's chamber singers, Cool Whip, and the Christmas Story.
For the third consecutive year, our Black Student Union hosted the
Gospel Explosion in Seeley-Mudd Chapel. Predominantly African-
American churches in the area joined with our students in a grand evening
of praise and worship. Unfortunately, this event took place on the same
night that Whitworth sponsored the Spokane Symphony and Chorale's
performance of Mendelssohn's Elijah. I was especially torn because
classical and blues music are my two favorite genres, so both Elijah and
Elijah Rock penetrate my soul. Thanks to the pastors and choirs who
blessed our campus and who enrich Spokane with their ministries.
RESOURCES
Friendly weather enabled us to complete the construction of the
athletics fields project. Both the soccer field and the women's softball
facility look great. In addition to the team building and the press box, we
built a cupola at the top of the press box that will position us to film both
softball and soccer. We also sold another one of the houses at the west end
of campus. It will soon be removed from its foundation and transported
to another location. How'd you like to be waiting for one of those car-
wash vacuum cleaners behind a guy dragging a house? "Sorry, lady; I'll
be done as soon as I finish the upstairs bedrooms." Our thanks to
Northwest Architectural, Taylor Engineering and Walker Construction
for their fine service on this needed addition to the campus.
I recently had an extraordinary conversation with the father of one
of our students. After receiving a note from him saying that he and his
wife were making a HUGE pledge to our Faith in the Future Campaign,
I called him to express our profound gratitude. His reply was, "Oh, you're
welcome, but can you imagine how gratifying it is for my wife and me to
do this?" I think it is a spiritual law of nature that good people who give
freely of their time and/or resources always consider themselves to be the
principal beneficiaries. Deep thanks go to these good friends.
Thanks so much to those of you who made pledges in this year's
Phonathon. I had the callers over for dessert, and they told me how much
they enjoyed talking to you. With nearly $8,000 in new pledges that will
be matched by a generous trustee and $3,000 in matching business gifts,
the grand total given in the 1999 Phonathon is $181,500. This is our
highest total ever, and an increase of more than 20 percent over last year.
I must thank publicly the 26 students who spent 10 weeks making the
calls: Lezlie Aano, Carmen Brauhn, Beth Buchanan, Heather Bupp, Julia
Colgan, Marla Cordova, Stephanie Cotton, Bridgit Duvanich, Brooke
Ellis, Sarah Fitch, Rebekah Fite, Stephanie Herndon, Clarissa Keinath,
Michelle Kukes, Brett Lau, Kevin Lind, Laura Makowski, Elizabeth
Polen, Carrie Moyer, Ryan Oelrich, Jenna Rasmussen, Laura Rivera,
Josh Sherven, Kirk Sisson, Heather Skellie, Candice Stewart, Naomi
Stukey and Brittny Zych.
If any of you are considering year-end gifts to Whitworth or any
other charity, please remember you need a postmark by 12/31/99.
Actually, Bonnie and I made our gift to The Whitworth Fund this morning
through a stock transfer. We were shocked to find a stray stock in our lead-
balloon portfolio that actually was up. Hence, we dodged the gains tax.
Frankly, the last thing I want to do with this newsletter is harp on fund-
raising. But it would be wrong for me to neglect thanking you for your
support or alerting you to how significantly your gifts help us. So if you
think about Whitworth in your giving plans, we deeply appreciate it.
ATHLETICS
The football Bucs finished at .500 for the second year in a row, ending
the season with a blowout victory (52-zip) over Lewis & Clark. Season
highlights included senior Damian Putney breaking Charlie Reed's all-
time single-season rushing record with 1,293 yards. This year we'll say
goodbye to a great group of seniors — Josh Parbon, Ivan Gustafson, Matt
Stueckle, Harry Suzuki, Pono Lopez, Chris Wilson, Mitch Ellard, Andy
Clark and Damian Putney, among others — who've helped Coach John
Tully and his staff to bring the Bucs back into strong conference
contention after some very lean years.
The Pirates concluded their cross-country season at regionals last
Saturday. The women finished in 8th place, led by Annie Scott's 20th-
place individual finish.The men finished 12th. Puget Sound won the
men's portion of the meet, while UC San Diego won the women's. Both
of our teams had excellent seasons and look very strong for next year.
Our swim teams return to action this week at the Northwest Invita-
tional. Most of the top teams from the region, along with the University
of Redlands (from California) will be competing. Whitworth's swimmers
had a brief respite last week after a busy early-season dual-meet schedule.
Both the men and women are undefeated in Northwest Conference action
(3-0) and boast records of 4-2 overall. In an enormous stroke of bad luck,
two of our top men swimmers suffered broken arms in separate biking
accidents last week. Condolences to Ben Swinehart and Brent Rice.
The men's basketball team beat Whitman to start off the conference
year 1-0. The men struggled in their first three non-conference games,
losing an overtime thriller to Carroll College and two games to Eastern
Oregon. But last Tuesday the guys came back and smoked the Mission-
aries (that's Whitman's team name), pulling out a tough five-point
victory in the Fieldhouse. Our guys are really young, but they worked
hard behind lone senior Kevin McDaniel, who tossed in 25 points.
Women's basketball is 2-0 in non-conference games. The women meet
Lewis-Clark State next week, then head down to Salt Lake City for a game
against the Division I Utah Utes. They won their season opener over
Chapman, then defeated Claremont-Mudd-Scripps behind a 29-point
effort from senior Star Olson and 23 points from junior Jamie Wakefield.
The Bucs have gained both experience and height this year, and after their
14-4 record in conference last year, they're looking good for '99.
ALUMNI
Alumni gatherings move indoors with the start of basketball season.
Westside alums can look for two events in January, one in Tacoma and one
in Portland. We'll support the Pirates on Jan. 8 at Pacific Lutheran, or you
can join us farther south at Lewis & Clark, in Portland, on Jan. 21.
Westside alums, watch your mailboxes for postcards with details.
On Jan. 29, Spokane-area alumni can get a good vicarious workout
watching the basketball game; then you can wolf down non-vicarious
ice cream sundaes. That's during Jan Term break, so come fill the seats
while the students are gone. We'll have raffle prizes, (temporary) Pirate
tattoos and other less body-defacing activities for the whole family.
Additional information will arrive in local alums' mailboxes next month.
MISCELLANEOUS
Y2K ALERT: We have done all the testing deemed appropriate for
our systems, and we believe the campus is ready to begin the new year.
However, we are asking students to call 1-888-258-1278 (as ofJan. 5) to
confirm the status of the campus before returning after the holidays. You
can also check our website (wvvw.whitworth.edu), clicking on the Y2K
link for information. I'll be here on Jan. 1, 2000, presiding over an empty,
and, I hope, boring campus.
All the good news at Whitworth pales in comparison to the news of peace
in Ireland! Wouldn't it be great if Christians decided to celebrate the
millennium by reconciling rather than fighting with each other? That's
probably way too Christ-like for us Christians who are helping God by
being right all the time, but it's worth consideration. In a couple of days,
I will be giving Advent reflections with the Jesuits at Gonzaga University.
(No doubt St. Ignatius will be turning over in his grave.) Last week
Gonzaga's president, Fr. Bob Spitzer (who's doing a superb job) and I
prayed together for our city. And in Northern Ireland, folks are pinching
themselves as a unified Catholic-Protestant government seems to be
emerging. These things amaze me. I'd love to think our pride is melting.
Every Advent season my own pride comes under attack by the lowliness
of Christ's birth and the grossly inaccurate expectations of those who
awaited His arrival. I hope Whitworth offers a chilly climate to pride and
arrogance. My millennium wish for our students is that they will enter this
new century with wisdom and knowledge tempered, and even enriched, by
humility. Thanks to you for all of your help in our mission. May the peace
of God be yours in this momentous season.
mdeart
A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
FEBRUARY 1999
Greetings from the ground. It's so good to be home. Between Dec. 29 and Jan. 30,1 found myself in Chicago, San Antonio, Oklahoma City, Seattle, Israel
and Washington, D.C. We had some great family time this past weekend, and now I'm playing catch-up with my work. It's also really good to have the
students back from Jan Term. On Saturday night, two different groups showed up on our doorstep. They seem to know intuitively when I need a student-
fix. I hope you are feeling God's blessings as you move into 1999. We can so easily get preoccupied with fighting off the darts that we miss God's
abundance. I've seen a good bit of suffering in the past six weeks, and my own soul suffered when my dear mother died just after Christmas. This Lenten
season I'm going to think about the connections between suffering and blessing. I wish for you the rich blessings of Christ that abound in all seasons.
ACADEMIC
At Spring Convocation, English Professor Leonard Oakland gave
a prayer in which he prayed for, and on behalf of, everyone at
Whitworth College, but in a strikingly personal way. The prayer was at
once majestic and touching. He praised, petitioned and thanked God, and
I was caught by the symbolism of Leonard representing a faculty that, like
his prayer, is lofty and intimate. So this month, I decided to give you a few
snapshots of this wonderful faculty's recent professional highlights.
• Dennis Sterner, dean of the School of Education, just became
president-elect of the Association of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges
for Teacher Education, a national organization of about 250 colleges
and universities. He takes office in February 2000.
• Tony Mega, assistant professor of chemistry, received two $20,000
awards — one from the Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation and
one from the Carl M. Hansen Foundation — to help buy an NMR
spectrometer. The NMR produces the scientific equivalent of a medical
MRI. This summer Tony plans to train area high school chemistry
teachers in the use of the NMR. These teachers will then bring their
classes to campus in the fall to test samples that they have created at
school. The NMR is one of the most important instruments that
chemists now use, and the acquisition of this equipment will help our
students to be better prepared for the job market. Half of the $180,000
purchase will be funded by the National Science Foundation, and a
portion of the balance will be covered by college funds. Academic
Grant Writer Lynn Noland said the college is working hard on getting
the final $20,000 commitment that's needed before Tony can go
shopping.
• Psychology Professor Jim Waller has been accepted, as one of 18
scholars out of scores of applicants from around the world, to
participate this summer in a three-week seminar at the U.S. Holocaust
Museum in Washington, D.C. Jim will be the only native English-
speaking psychologist in the group. According to Jim, the selection
committee was impressed with Whitworth's commitment, as a Chris-
tian institution, to offering a course on the Holocaust. Incidentally, if
you go to-D,C7-don't miss the Holocaust Museum. It's very powerful.
• Five faculty members will receive internal funding for ongoing
research and scholarship: Barbara Fib, associate professor of art,
will hire an assistant and translator for her research at the National
Museum in Bratislava, Slovakia; Richard Stevens, assistant professor
of physics, will purchase optical supplies to augment equipment that
was provided by funding from the Murdock Charitable Trust; Julia
Stronks, associate professor of political science, will travel to the
Netherlands to study social pluralism and its effect on government
policies; Dan Sanford, director of the Graduate School of International
Management, will use the funds to extend his research on internation-
ally linked programs; and Jim Waller, professor of psychology, will
purchase books and journals related to Holocaust studies and will
conduct research at the Holocaust Center at Pacific University.
Joining Whitworth's strong faculty this spring is Susan Mabry, assis-
tant professor of computer science. Susan's story is inspiring. The
untimely death of her husband left her in Jackson, Miss., with her children
to raise and few marketable job skills. She decided to go to college, where
she discovered her deep interest in computer science. She went to work and
rose quickly in the ranks of industry, but also found while doing mission
work that she loved to teach, so she kept going to school. Today, she brings
to Whitworth a newly defended doctorate in her field, rich business
experience from her senior position with the Northrop Grumman Corpo-
ration, and extensive church and missions involvement. And another new
"doctor in the house" is 'BioDun Ogundayo, assistant professor of French
in the Modern Languages Department. His is another story for another
Mind and Heart. But like Susan Mabry, he offered a successful defense for
his dissertation in January. We congratulate them both.
It's encouraging when faculty scholarship builds values in students
that continue after life at Whitworth. Lisa Pearce, a 1994 sociology
graduate, recently had an article ("Family religious life and the mother-
child relationship") published in the American Sociological Review, the
most selective and widely read journal in the discipline. Lisa is now a
doctoral candidate in sociology at Penn State, specializing in family and
demography. To be published in the ASR is very prestigious in itself, and
"to publish an article in this journal as a grad student is simply amazing,"
says Sociology Department Chair Bob Clark. Congratulations, Lisa.
ENROLLMENT
I'm not sure how to interpret the Feb. 1 admissions statistics. It appears
that there is far more good news than bad. Deposits (our most accurate
predictor of enrollment) are up a whopping 62 percent, while overall
applications are down 6 percent. The latter is small enough that it may be
attributable to timing. We have tried to be clearer about who we are, and
have targeted the types of students we serve best. Maybe these numbers
indicate that we're succeeding. It's too early for either handsprings or
panic, but these directions are interesting. Behind the numbers lies the
painful awareness that many students who list Whitworth as their first
choice simply can't afford it.We continue to look for new sources of
financial aid while also searching for ways to hold down our costs.
RESOURCES
At last, Bunsen burners are raging and petri dishes are providing,
loving homes for bacteria in the newly renovated Eric Johnston
Science Center. Special thanks go to Biology Professor Lee Anne Chaney,
who served as project coordinator, and to the temporarily displaced science
faculty. Providing enormous help in this project are two new pledges from
Tom and Vida Delanty and Joe and Robin Zimmer. These friends have
joined together to pledge $150,000 toward the renovation, and in honor of
their generosity, the science library will be named the "Zimmer-Delanty
Science Library." Our biggest individual contributors to this project are
Bill and Harriet Fix, who just gave another $20,000 toward its completion:
We are proud to have this building bear the name of Harriet's father, Eric:
Johnston. A formal dedication of the renovated building will occur in April
at the time of our spring board meeting.
Our next big project is the construction of a women's softball field
and a soccer field next to the Pine Bowl. Not only will our many
varsity student-athletes benefit from these new fields, but the student
body will use them for intramurals and informal play. The project will
open up the campus all the way to Waikiki Road and create a beautiful
expansion of our athletics facilities. The construction of the new fields
will require a significant amount of site-preparation work this spring,
and we apologize in advance to the students we'll have to relocate. We
will demolish one house and move another, and we'll have to clear the land
of the existing trees. This part of the project will be done in April, and will
make the area appear pretty barren and stark. To compensate for the trees
that we'll have to remove, we will plant 200 new ones. About 100 trees
will be part of the landscaping of the new field project; an additional 25
will blend into a new parking area; and the final 75 will grace various
parts of the campus. These projects are pretty time- and labor-intensive,
but we believe that they are essential. The softball field is required as a part
of our Title IX gender-equity compliance, and the science building
must be able to accommodate our growing number of science majors
and the technical demands of the fields they enter. Other projects on the
drawing board include a total renovation of Dixon Hall (largely a
classroom building), retooling of the old Whitworth Elementary School,
and a remodel of the vacated student life building, which housed
temporary science labs last semester. I'll report on all of these projects
as they come up.
Thanks for your support of the Whitworth Fund. We're just shy of
Si million, so we need your continued support to meet our annual gift-
income budget. I should also mention that whenever alumni give, it
strengthens our position with the foundations we solicit.
STUDENT LIFE
Whatever happened to Valentine's Day, to romance? February in
ASWC started with the "Green with Envy" dance sponsored by Arend
.Hall. Pre-dance protocol dictates that each student set up his/her roommate
with the roomie's dream date. I would consider this noble, even romantic,
had I not heard the dance referred to as "roommate payback." Inspired by
married couples' frequently voiced claim, "I couldn't stand him/her when
we first met," sinister roommates explain their matchmaking as "bringing
together unlikely couples for certain marital bliss."
Continuing the "What Happened to Romance?" theme, next weekend
we have a hip-hop, soul, rap-type group coming to campus. The
.ensemble's name, which surely required great thought, is "Most Chill
_Slack Mob." Evidently, their music is great — even better than their cool
'name, if you can believe that.
'Other events this month include "New York Jimmy and the Jive 5"
playing for a swing dance on campus, preceded by lessons from our
dance club, Jubilation; a rock-climbing night at Wild Walls; a ski trip to
Canada; and the famed Mac Hall in Concert (goldfish and all).
Students enjoy these chances to have fun, but you should also know
that we enter Lent with scores of students experiencing deepened
relationships with Christ. Through our many campus ministry programs
and the close relationships our students share with faculty, students
embrace both the benefits and the obligations of the cross. As I was typing
this note, my e-mail prompt led me to a message from a student saying
he "feels called to share the Gospel and learn the culture in Japan."
Pretty exciting stuff.
ATHLETICS
Sports Information Director Steve Flegel reports, "Almost unbeliev-
ably, the Whitworth men's basketball team is still in the race for the
Northwest Conference title." Steve says that after their 1-4 conference
start, "the Pirates trail Linfield by only two games with five to play. The
Bucs put themselves in this position by pushing their winning streak to five
games, including three straight on the road, with an Oregon sweep at
Linfield, George Fox and Pacific." Way to go, Bucs!
The women stand at 13-7 overall and 9-4 in the conference. They have
played superbly this year, with great leadership coming from Jamie
Wakefield, this week's Northwest Conference Player of the Week.
Having handed PLU its only loss in the conference, the women have an
excellent chance of finishing in the top three teams in the NWC. Both the
men and the women play Whitman Saturday in Walla Walla. Our alumni
gathering there, hosted by Tom Cronin (Whitman's president and a very
good friend), should supply a small but enthusiastic Whitworth crowd
for these important games.
The swim teams wrapped up the season with identical 8-3 records (the
women were 6-1 in conference, while the men finished 5-2), and they're
now preparing for the NWC championship meet. Ben Swinehart and those
swimmin' Rice brothers (Brent and Brian) posted season-best efforts as
they won their races at the Bucs' last dual meets at Seattle Univ. and UPS.
Mindy Galbraith, Erin Kay and Marta Holsinger finished first for the
women. The NWC championship meet, co-hosted by Whitworth and
Whitman, will take place at Central Washington University Feb. 18-20.
DATES TO REMEMBER
Feb. 26 Alumni basketball event at Lewis & Clark (Portland)
Feb. 27 Alumni basketball event at University of Puget Sound
(Tacoma)
Through March 4 Gordon Wilson's "Family Puzzles" Exhibit
in the Koehler Gallery
March 20-28 Whitworth Choir spring tour to Southern California
April I l Whitworth Choir spring concert in Spokane
April 20 Whitworth Wind Ensemble spring concert in Spokane
April 27 Whitworth Jazz Ensemble spring concert in Spokane
I enjoyed writing this letter. Part of the pleasure came from being home
and hearing Bonnie's "How goes it?" rather than some stranger's "The
captain has turned off the seat belt sign." Thanks to all of you who care
about Whitworth and about those of us who work and study here. Just
as 1 appreciated hearing from so many of you when my mom died, I
know that English Professor Doug Sugano, Associate Director of
Admissions Debbie Harvey, and Religion Professor Jerry Sittser were
grateful for your support in the recent loss of their fathers. This is a
good place. Thanks for helping to make it so.
xie
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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
JANUARY 1999
Greetings from the friendly skies of United. I'm on my way to San Antonio for the NCAA convention. I need to attend because I serve as chair of the
President's Committee of our athletic conference (a very prestigious office to which I rose because "Whitworth" comes after "Whitman" in the alphabet).
We send you enthusiastic greetings for a great 1999. You blessed us with many expressions of support in 1998-. your thoughts, prayers, children, good
words and generous contributions. Thanks, and New Year's blessings to you! I trust by the time you get this letter, you'll still be hanging in there on
at least one or two resolutions. I usually celebrate Epiphany (Jan. 6) by nullifying all those ill-conceived resolutions I haven't kept, and if somehow I've
kept one for six days, I declare it a habit, then nullify it too. I hope the joy of Christ's birth has launched you well into 1999.
ACADEMICS
It is with congratulations and gratitude that we celebrate the 50 years
of service to Christian higher education given by business professors
George Weber (a/k/a "the swimming-pool baron" to some of you
alumni) and Charles McKinney, both of whom will retire at the end of
this year. These men are well known on campus for their dedication to
students and for their deep Christian commitment. We are now searching
in earnest for their successors.
After countless hours of paperwork and a decade spent building their
program into one of the most vibrant majors on campus, our Sports
Medicine/Athletic Training folks await a final decision on accredita-
tion. The visiting evaluation team concluded its report and submitted it to
the Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs for
a final decision in April. We owe much to Sports Medicine faculty
members Russ Richardson and Melinda Larson and to Kinesiology De-
partment Chair Daman Hagerott for their work on this process. The visiting
accreditation team commended the college on numerous points, including
its "obvious, genuine care and concern for Whitworth's students," whose
placement rate at graduation is about three times the national average.
We're feeling pretty good about the odds of approval, which would make
our program one of fewer than 100 accredited programs in the country.
Susan Bratton, our Lindaman Chair of Science, Technology and
Society, maintains a very productive publishing and speaking schedule.
Among her latest contributions are major presentations on biblical ethics
and the environment, given at Princeton Theological Seminary and at
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship's seminar for graduate students. Susan
has also produced a book chapter, several refereed articles published in
science journals, and a number of environmental research projects with
Whitworth students.
Another active Whitworth scholar, Religion Professor Roger
Mohrlang, got word of the dedication on Jan. 2 of the revised version
of the New Testament that he translated into the Kamwe language.
Roger has spent six years reworking the original version, which he
completed in 1974 after spending several years among the Kamwe people
in Nigeria. He has given much of his professional life to this painstaking
process that gives the Kamwe precious words of life.
Almost 300 students departed campus for January Term destinations
around the world. One of the Core 250 students called us today from
Athens and told of being inspired on Mars Hill as her professor read
St. Paul's classic address, "Men of Athens, I perceive you are very religious
in all things...." What a classroom!
Theatre Department Chair Rick Hornor,'70, has been invited by Kern
County Schools in Southern California to present a series of teacher in-
service programs on using theatre in character-values education. Theatre
students from Whitworth will get good professional exposure as the actors
in a series of videotapes that Rick will use in these presentations.
Vice President for Academic Affairs Tammy Reid and the faculty have
begun taking a close look at our educational goals this fall. The eight
goals that have shaped our curriculum since the early 1980s have served us
well, but much in our world has changed since then. A task force has been
formed to review these goals as a first step in looking at possible changes
in our general education requirements.
Music lovers, the trifecta selection of the Whitworth Wind Ensemble,
jazz ensemble and choir to perform at the Music Educators All-
Northwest Conference is your gain. If you live in the Seattle-Tacoma or
Portland area, you can see the groups perform at Tacoma's University
Place Presbyterian Church on Feb. 11 and at Lake Grove Presbyterian
Church in Lake Oswego, Ore., on Feb. 12. Call 1-800-532-4668 for
details. Also, the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble is currently performing for two
weeks in Rome, Italy. They will be appearing in concert at one of Rome's
top music clubs, Big Mama's, with Italian guest artists Enrico Pieranunzi,
Claudio Gianmarco and Roberto Gatto.
STUDENT LIFE
January is a fun month. For most of the students on campus, one three-
hour class in the morning allows larger chunks of time for both study and
play. This month's activities include an appearance by Kermit Apio, from
Hawaii, who does a comedic bit about the many uses of Spam (what's funny
about getting your stomach pumped?), trips downtown for hockey fans to
see the Chiefs play; Trash for Cash, a trivia game in which students win
money for their mastery of worthless information; Karaoke Night in the
HUB (I'll make it a point to be gone); concerts featuring local Christian
bands; a ski trip to Schweitzer; and cross-country skiing at Mt. Spokane.
For our more rabid competitors, this month offers 3-on-3 basketball, a
Ping-Pong tournament in the HUB, and an exhibition match in our
Fieklhouse by two nationally ranked ping-pong players, with prizes awarded
to any Whitworthian who can return a serve from one of these dynamos.
ENROLLMENT
Our early numbers for fall 1999 new-student enrollment look good:
• Early Action freshman applications were up 38 percent
compared with last year. That deadline was Nov. 30.
• Total freshman applications are up 20 percent as of Jan. 1, 1999.
• Academic quality looks good, with an average GPA of 3.6 for
frosh applicants.
Please encourage any prospective students you know to contact us soon.
This is a great place.
RESOURCES
In December, the college completed the sale and issuance of $14 million
in long-term, tax-exempt bonds. This transaction allowed us to reduce
significantly the interest expense on our previous long-term financing. It
also gave us funding to purchase the former Whitworth Elementary School
(now being used as Mead School District administrative offices) and to
accomplish several needed projects, including the total renovation of
Dixon Hall, one of our primary teaching buildings. The Dixon renovation
will include the addition of an elevator, replacement of all mechanical
systems and reconfiguration of classrooms.
The bond proceeds will also allow us to complete a significant expan-
sion of athletics facilities, adding a women's softball field (our team
currently plays home games at Franklin Park, five miles from campus), a
new soccer field and all the associated amenities. The new fields will be
located west of the Pine Bowl, handy for all the future Pirate teams that will
compete there.
Speaking of building projects, the renovation work to the Johnston
Science Center continues as I write, but will be complete by the time
you read this. Our contractor is busy preparing the building for reoccupancy
for the spring term. Biology Professor Lee Anne Chaney has done a
wonderful job of coordinating this project, and she and her colleagues
anxiously await the move into their new digs. Our thanks to all of you who
have helped us with this project.
Finances at the midpoint of our fiscal year are on budget, and we are
elated that your generosity has put us on a record-setting pace in
annual (unrestricted) giving. In December alone, more than $500,000
was received for The Whitworth Fund. Strong annual giving helps keep a
college affordable to students, improves the quality of its programs, and
indicates to external funding agencies that alumni and friends have confi-
dence in the school. So you really help us with this kind of support, and we
are deeply grateful.
Here are a few other items of interest regarding donor support:
• A special gift was received to endow the Haydn and Evelyn Morgan
Music Scholarship. We'd love to receive additional gifts for this
endowment that honors these precious friends of Whitworth College and
benefits some of our talented music students.
• Thanks to those of you who made year-end stock transfers, and
welcome to the January market roller coaster.
• As you prepare your 1998 taxes, watch the mail for your 1998 gift
summary from Whitworth. We hope this service will be helpful to you.
• Our appreciation goes out to those of you who attended President's
Club dinners in December. It was good to see you. I'm particularly
proud of all the Whitworth employees who sacrifice to contribute at this
$1,000+ level.
ATHLETICS
After starting the season like world-beaters, our men's basketball
team suffered injuries, inexperience in a couple of key positions and
frigid shooting, which sent the reigning conference champs into a wicked
slump. But led by seniors Greg Jones and Tyler Jordan, they look like
they're battling their way back with wins in their last three games, including
an overtime thriller against previously undefeated George Fox. The guys'
current record is 3-4 in conference, 6-8 overall.
Our women hoopsters also feature a number of new players, and their
contributions, along with the excellent play of veterans Jamie Wakefield,
Katie Werner and Emily Stuenkel, have been instrumental in the team's
great play so far. The women, who stand at 5-2 in conference and 9-5
overall, are enjoying their most competitive season in the last few years,
and the future looks good for Head Coach Helen Higgs and her players.
Our swim teams have gotten into the habit of running through the
Fieldhouse and recruiting spectators on nights when both they and the
basketball teams are competing. Last time they ran around the court,
several of us followed them back to the Aquatics Center, where we were
impressed not only by their usual excellent efforts, but by the new
scoreboard purchased with proceeds from Pirate Night. Now our great
swimmers have a scoring system that's worthy of them — a system that,
according to Sports Information Director Steve Flegel, stacks up against
the best in the West.
Graphic Designer Arvita Mott's project, The CommuniQue —
A Newsletter for Positive Change, has been accepted by Spokane's Health
Improvement Projects as a "New Discovery." This classification entitles
Arvita, a member of our Publications Office staff, to the support and
wisdom of many people involved with SHIP who can help her get the
project off the ground. CommuniQue is a newsletter that will "assist low-
income/poverty-level persons by allowing them access to resources and
providing information that will empower them." Kudos, Arvita.
DATES TO REMEMBER
Jan. 20-30 Mirror, Mirror Jan Term Theatre Tour
Jan. 30 Alumni Night in the Fieldhouse, featuring basketball,
jazz, giveaways and ice cream, as the Pirate teams take
on Seattle University at 6 & 8 p.m.
Jan. 31 President's Reception in Washington, D.C. (That's
President Bill Robinson, rather than President Bill
Clinton. I'll be in D.C. on business, and I look forward to
gathering with local alumni and friends. Let us know
(1-800-532-4668) if you haven't received the details).
Feb. 11-12 Mega-concerts in Tacoma and Portland. Never before
have all three top music groups performed in one concert.
The choir, wind ensemble and jazz band will perform for
alumni, parents and friends in two westside concerts on
their way to MENC. Call 1-800-532-4668 for details.
Feb. 13 Basketball games and alumni reception at Whitman
Feb. 26 Basketball games and alumni reception at Lewis & Clark
Feb. 27 Basketball games and alumni reception at UPS
I'm writing from the friendly skies again, but this time I'm headed
northwest. Having spent the last three nights talking with our alumni, I feel
overwhelmed by the enduring effect of the college years. It is astonishing
to hear our graduates trace their deepest values concerning family, career,
serving others and serving God back to their formative days on the
Whitworth campus. I know it's judgmental, but when I hear parents say
that a school like Whitworth isn't an option because they don't want to
incur educational debt, I shudder. The influence of a place like Whitworth
on character formation, recounted again and again in the stories I heard, is
immeasurably more important than the newer cars and bigger houses that
so many Americans rack up debt to buy. And then, after I step off my self-
righteous high horse, I know the message to me is a call for careful
stewardship and diligent fund-raising that can provide access and financial
aid for our students. I guess this is a job that can be accomplished only as
MISCELLANEOUS supporters, parents and Whitworth administration, staff and faculty work
We're hard at work planning for our showdown with Y2K and trying together, trusting that God will bless our efforts to serve students of today
to determine its impact for next Jan Term — and beyond. A task force and tomorrow.
is leading us through the steps to make sure that both we and those with
whom we conduct business are Y2K compliant. We had a few thrills Dec. 28,
when we set all of our computers to 11:55 p.m., 12/31/99, and let them roll
over to 2000. We didn't see any signs of an apocalypse, but my computer went
nuts when it thought I was late for a year's worth of appointments.
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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHIT1NORTH COLLEGE
MARCH 1999
I have my head in the clouds again. The good news is that one of my United Airlines friends made a last-minute move and slid me from coach to first
class. The bad news is the guy snoring next to me is making more noise than a jackhammer. I'd flip him over onto his stomach, but his back might not
bend in that direction. I'm on my way to Cleveland, a fine city not at all deserving of the tag "the mistake by the lake," where the presidents of the
Association of Presbyterian Colleges and Universities (headed by Whitworthian Duncan Ferguson) are meeting at the College of Wooster. College
presidents are an interesting breed. We turn into bragging machines in each other's presence. Sometimes I'm tempted to lead with, "I already know that
your school is better than my school, that you're a better president than I am, and that your dad could whip my dad, so let's talk about the weather." They
probably feel the same way about me. Well, speaking of bragging, buckle your seat belts, because I have a full load of it for you in this month's letter.
I hope this Mind and Heart finds you doing well. It has been great to see all of you alumni lately. To those of you in Portland, I got lost in Raleigh Hills
and went back to the hotel. Alas.
ACADEMICS
This year's Simpson-Duvall Lecturer, author and Pollock Professor of
Humanities at the University of Washington Charles Johnson, brought
a penetrating, articulate and wonderfully researched understanding of
Martin Luther King, Jr., to a full chapel in February. Although I had a date
with our 15-year-old that conflicted with the lecture, I did attend Johnson's
fascinating question-and-answer session with students and faculty. We
talked mostly about the research behind his latest book, Dreamer, a
historical novel on the last two years of King's life. Johnson is also the
author of the national award-winning Middle Passage.
Political Science Professor Julia Stronks reports that a new "civil
society internship" is providing rich opportunities for our students to
learn first-hand how democracy functions. We currently have groups of
students working with Spokane Mayor John Talbott; the World Relief
Organization, which is doing refugee resettlement and government advocacy
work; the international trade division of the Chamber of Commerce; the
Spokane Public Defender's Office; and the new Center for Justice, which
advocates on behalf of those with limited access to the legal system. Julia
says she's amazed at the quality of the projects that our students have been
assigned, and she's equally pleased at the ways in which the Spokane
community is getting to know Whitworth students.
In the '90s, Whitworth College jazz and the Chicago Bulls (my
hometown team) have absolutely dominated their respective fields,
and Whitworth's musicians just keep on winning. Recently, the Dan
Keberle-directed jazz ensemble, competing against some much larger
university programs, won first place for the third year in a row at the Lionel
Hampton Jazz Festival. Also taking first-place honors were the Whitworth
Jazz Choir, directed by John Walk; the Whitworth Jazz Combo; Ryan
("Good Genes") Keberle, solo trombone; Kevin Woods, solo trumpet;
Bryan Swenland, best jazz band drummer; and Eric Gruber, best jazz band
bassist. Congratulations to a great group of students under excellent
direction. It makes us feel good to have the pros confirm what we've
believed for quite awhile: Whitworth has one of the finest music programs
in the West.
If you would like to hear Whitworth jazz in person, why not join the
ensemble on tour this fall? The jazz band has been invited to play at the
inaugural Shanghai Jazz Festival from October 5-14. Director Dan Keberle
has opened the trip to anyone who would like to accompany the band and
spend 10 days in Shanghai and Beijing. Call the Music Department (509-
777-3280) for more information.
Don't forget our spring theatre production, J. M. Synge's Playboy of
the Western World, directed by Marilyn Langbehn and featuring the
popular musical group The Celtic Nots. This Irish comedy, about a self-
professed father-killer and the unexpected return of his "victim," should
continue Whitworth's string of great theatre productions. Check "Dates to
Remember" for details.
ENROLLMENT
March 1 was a good day for both Whitworth College and the Robinson
family. That's Whitworth' s application deadline, which means that qualified
students applying thereafter are admitted only on a space-available basis.
And it doesn't look like we're going to have too much space. After lagging
a bit early on, our applications are up over 10 percent and deposits are up
53 percent compared to last year. One applicant tried to strengthen his case
by claiming that he has no genetic link to his father. Evidently it worked,
because this fall he will be joining his very pleased sister, a Whitworth
junior, and Bonnie and I will be proud to have our son studying at
Whitworth College.
Next weekend, approximately 60 high school seniors from Seattle
and 25 from Portland are flying over to Whitworth for an intensive
24-hour look at the college. For the most part, these are admitted
students who have not visited Whitworth and are in the throes of making
the college decision. It gives us pause to think that lifelong friendships
could be initiated during this excursion.
The Financial Aid Office is gearing up for its busiest time of the year.
It's their version of "March Madness." They will process more than 1,000
awards for admitted, incoming freshmen considering attending Whitworth
this fall. Awards for continuing students will be done in May. Just a
reminder: Continuing students need to submit their FAFSA application or
renewal to the federal processor by May 1.
STUDENT LIFE
Career Services is in the middle of Whitworth's annual Career Week.
The culmination of this week is a career expo at which more than 80
employers look at students for all kinds of positions. This event is co-
sponsored by the five four-year institutions in Eastern Washington, and the
week includes an etiquette dinner, wardrobe and fashion tips, a résumé-
writing contest, and a special course for male students on how to hoist their
pants up into the waist region of their torsos. Diane Thomas does a great job
of running Career Services.
The most treasured student activity in March is undoubtedly Spring
Break, but many other things are going on as well: Jubilation's Spring
Dance Concert featuring hip-hop, jazz, liturgical and ballet styles, to name
a few; the International Banquet and entertainment sponsored by the
International Club; an ASWC Coffee House featuring Whitworth talent
and headlined by mind-reader Craig Karges (who claims he can levitate a
table with one hand — no doubt just after he's consumed a jelly donut); the
Montana Transport Co., a modern dance group; a three-day ski trip to
Canada; the STOP Theatre Troupe, featuring '98 Whitworth alum Kate
Hancock (whom we miss this year); and the application and selection of 85
percent of our student leaders.
RESOURCES
We are very grateful to those of you who have joined our Adopt-a-
Scholar program. You can't imagine what a difference your $1,500 makes
in a student's financial well-being. We still have far more students than
scholarships, so if you'd like to adopt a student for the 1999-2000 school
year, please call Whitworth Fund Director Dolly Jackson at 509-777-4447.
We also want to thank those of you whose generosity continues to keep the
Whitworth Fund on target. These gifts are crucial in meeting our operating
costs through sources other than tuition. In that regard, I should report that
our budget is on target again this year, in no small part because of your
faithful support.
The new HUB is fabulous, and I love the food. At home I refer to our
dining commons as "Chez HUB." By the way, if any of you did not get a
chance to immortalize your name for all of human history on one of the
hallowed HUB walls, we're giving you one last chance. A donation of
$100, $500 or $1,000 gets you an inscription on one of the remaining blank
bricks. Call Whitworth Fund Assistant Director Rachelle Kert at 509-777-
4769 or e-mail her at rkert@whitworth.edu to obtain an order form.
ATHLETICS
I'm still on the road, where it's tough to get sports updates, so I've asked
Terry Mitchell to tell you what's up with the Bucs.
Our fine swimmers are still competing, with four men (Brent Rice, Brian
Rice, Ben Swinehart and Alan Waller) and one woman (Alison Eckenroad)
representing Whitworth at nationals. The Bucs were awesome at the NWC
championship event; Erin Kay was named "Swimmer of the Meet" for the
women and Brent Rice received the same award for the men. Our great
head coach, Tom Dodd, was named 1998-99 NWC Coach of the Year for
both men's and women's teams — something no one else has been able to
do since 1991.
Men's hoops had to say goodbye to some great Buc players, all of
whom will be graduating this spring: Greg Jones, Julian Nakanishi,
Tyler Jordan, Phil Reubel and Doug Schultz have given their all, and their
efforts have helped to keep the Bucs at or near the top of the NWC. After
the guys endured a tough losing streak early in the season, Head Coach
Warren Friedrichs' team came storming back to finish third in the conference
this year. Now, Warren says, it's time to "reload" for another run at the
NWC title.
The women's basketball team will lose just one player to graduation,
but she will be sorely missed. Katie Werner, whose leadership, enthusiasm
and sense of humor have been as important to her teammates as her
excellent play, will become an alum in May. The women had a fine season,
pulling down a fourth-place NWC finish (with a 13-5 record; tough
league!) and posting a victory over the Lutes from PLU, who'd have been
undefeated in conference if they'd stayed away from the Bucs.
Tennis, baseball and softball have just gotten under way as this
month's Mind and Heart goes out. We'll bring you up to date next month
on how all our spring teams are doing. If you'd like to attend some of our
spring athletics events (our athletes would love to see you there), please
call 509-777-3224 for schedule information.
MISCELLANEOUS
In response to questions from some of you,! decided to report on what
we're doing to immunize ourselves against the Y2K bug. Through the
Y2K task force chaired by Director of Administrative Computing Jackie
Miller, our faculty and staff have been evaluating potential problem areas.
I should begin by saying that no one seems to know for certain whether
we're looking at a blip or an apocalypse, but below are some of the
precautions we're taking:
• We'll start Jan Term classes on Monday, Jan. 10 next year, making
up the time by adding 30 minutes of class time each day. This delay
will give us a little more margin in case we need it on campus, and it
will also give our faculty who are leading off-campus and study-
abroad programs time to make any adjustments after Jan. 1.
• This spring, contractors will install a generator for our main water
well, assuring us of an uninterrupted supply of water to the campus.
We have also been following the preparations suggested by Avista,
our source of electrical power, and we believe that we are prepared to
handle a major power disruption through their system.
• During Christmas Break we tested all campus systems and learned
where we need to make some changes; overall, it looks as if we're in
pretty good shape.
• We have sent out Y2K compliance questionnaires to all the vendorc
upon whom we depend. Our judgment is that at this point we're doing
well with what we can control.
Director of Human Resources Alice Kellar and her staff have beer
working diligently and skillfully on a comprehensive study of the
college's wage and salary administration program. An excellent database
and framework have emerged that will allow us to make decisions about
our compensation systems and to set a foundation for future directions.
Too often, colleges have paid more attention to their capital resources than
to their human resources. Our general goals for compensation are to be
fair; to be competitive; and to be open. We want Whitworth to be Christian
in its employment practices and a great place to work for all.
Philip Yancey has agreed to speak at Commencement and
Baccalaureate this year. Some of you have probably read books and
articles by this wonderfully fresh thinker, who is also one of my favori:e
writers. It will be great to have him on campus.
DATES TO REMEMBER
March 20-27 Whitworth Choir Tour to Southern California
The Whitworth Choir will perform at area churches in Laguna Niguel, El Cajon,
Palm Desert, San Bernardino, La Crescenta, Fullerton, Lancaster and Ventura.
Receptions for alumni, parents and friends will be held following many of the
concerts. Watch for more information in the mail, or call 5097777-3280.
April 11 Choir Home Concert
Our Lady of Lourdes Cathedral, 3 p.m. A reception for alumni and friends will
follow the concert.
April 15-16, and 23-25 Playboy of the Western World
Spring Theatre Production, Cowles Auditorium. 8 p.m. April 15, 16, 23, 24; 2
p.m. April 25. Pre-play dessert at 6:45 on April 23.
April 21-23  Spring Board of Trustees Meeting
Well, I made it to Ohio. Now I'm enjoying snow and frigid, blustery
weather. We college presidents know how to schedule a meeting. It's
probably crowded in all the sunny, hot places. Later this week, Bonnie and
I will be joining the Boppells (Karlyn and our excellent board chair, Chuck)
for a couple days' pause. Chuck is taking a short breath between CEO jobs,
first at La Salsa and now at Sizzler. Bonnie and I will also have a little time
alone this week. This is our 25th year of marriage, and I'm hoping to get
her to sign up for another 25 or so. As we take this respite, I will be thanking
God for a wonderful partner and a great place to live our lives. Thanks to
all of you for the ways you have enriched Whitworth College and its many
sons and daughters. I hope you are finding Christ's peace in abundance
during this Lenten season.
indeart
A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
MAY 1999
It's over. The Class of 1999 is gone. Graduation weekend ended late last night, later for some than for others. It was a wonderful weekend, largely due
to the quality of the people who marched across the stage. We will really miss the Class of '99. I'm now back in my Mind and Heart office, seat 59-D.
In a short nine hours and 11 minutes I'll touch down in Tokyo, en route to Seoul, Korea. This is the last of my monthly letters until midsummer, and if
you find this letter a bit more reflective than usual, it's partly because commencement stirs my emotions, but it's mostly because some of my moles have
been too busy to send me stuff. I hope spring has arrived for you. We had ours in April. May has been on the cold and cloudy side. We are very thankful
for all of the ways you have supported Whitworth this year. God has blessed us.
MILESTONE
It saddens me to report that Dave Weyerhaeuser died on April 27 at
age 89. I'm not a good enough writer to do justice to Dave's contributions
to Whitworth College. Nobody is. Clearly, he is the trustee most respon-
sible for the mission and strength of this school. With unmatched generos-
ity and faithfulness, Dave watched over Whitworth. We will miss him. I'll
say more about Dave in the next issue of Whitworth Today.
GRADUATION: THE MAIN EVENTS
For many, the Friday Commissioning Service is the highlight of
Commencement Weekend. A significant number of our seniors choose to
participate in this time of liturgy, prayers and communion, in which they
are anointed for service. Each year the meditation consists of several warm
and thoughtful student-professor exchanges. This year's participants in-
cluded Howard Gage and Rachael Hansen, Karen Stevens and Robyn
Wong, Ron Pyle and Rob Leslie, and Chris Casey and Chris Wilson.
On Saturday morning, Bonnie and I had 359 folks over for breakfast.
Whoa. We were thankful that the weather allowed forconsiderable spillage
onto the deck and into the backyard.
At 10 a.m. on Saturday, we held the Graduate Commencement in
Cowles Auditorium. As they and their 120+ fellow graduates were
honored, master's degree candidates Steven Gady, Gloria Sawhill and Erik
Johnsen gave speeches reflecting on their Whitworth experience. I spoke
on Peace at the Intersections: Addition, Subtraction and Inversion.
Senior Reflections on Saturday night always plays to a full house.
Miraculously, our seniors look back on their Whitworth days in a way that
blends the holy and the irreverent into something that is undeniably
Whitworth. For example, we heard Christy Lang speak eloquently about
how the power of God brings greatness to "uneventful" lives. Then Tim
Owen told of an incident in which a friend of his chose not to get sutures
in his backside so that his parents wouldn't find out what his backside was
doing when it got cut. Of course, the friend's parents were present for this
revelation. Jody Carlson and Jeremy Wynne were great emcees.
Baccalaureate on Sunday morning was presented to an overflowing
audience in Cowles Auditorium. The Class of '99 asked that we invite
Philip Yancey to speak at both Baccalaureate and Commencement. A
number of our students have read his books, The Jesus! Never Knew and
What's So Amazing About Grace?, for class assignments. Philip spoke
with power and joy on The Thrill of Defeat and the Agony of Victory.
Commencement this year was moved from the Spokane Opera House
to the Spokane Arena. The new setting worked out well (with attendance
at 800 .more than the capacity of the opera house). We honored 414
graduates and conferred two honorary degrees. Receiving an honorary
doctor of divinity degree was Sheldon Jackson College President David
Meekhof, a third-generation recipient whose grandfather, Robert Boyd —
Whitworth's third president — received an honorary degree in the early part
of this century, and whose father, Mynerd Meekhof, was so honored in the
1950s. Philip Yancey, who gave another great address, entitled Free
Indeed, received an honorary doctor of humane letters degree.
Many hugs and handshakes followed commencement, but one encoun-
ter absolutely dissolved me. Three years ago a student stopped by my
office to bid farewell to Whitworth. A sophomore at the time, he was
receiving no financial support from his family and had accumulated a
mountain of debt. Hoping eventually to attend seminary, he did not feel he
had room for any more undergraduate loans. A few weeks earlier, I'd been
contacted by a pastor who told me that a couple who wanted to remain
anonymous might be willing to offer support for a "really needy student."
So for two years, this couple and a Spokane family financially carried this
young man through to graduation. Yesterday, after the commencement
ceremony, the donors revealed themselves to me and said that someday
they would like to meet the student they'd supported (who now serves
disadvantaged youth in Spokane and works in a local church). Not two
minutes later, up walked the young man they supported, a member of the
Class of '98. I grabbed him by the arm and said, "Gregg, these are the
people." He turned white, frozen in amazement and gratitude. What
followed was tender, private and emotional as this couple and the young
man whose education they'd saved expressed thankfulness to God for
bringing them together.
ACADEMICS
The Weyerhaeuser Center for Christian Faith and Learning has
announced the recipients of its first summer research fellowships.
Awards of $3,500 each will go to Don Liebert, sociology; Arlin Migliazzo,
history; Ron Pyle, communication studies; and Kathy Storm, student life.
In addition, seven faculty members received Faith-Learning Study Fellow-
ships of $1,200 each. They are Pamela Corpron Parker, English; Carol
Smucker, modern languages; Richard Stevens, physics; Richard Strauch,
music; Julia Stronks, political science; Adrian Teo, psychology; and Kirk
Westre, kinesiology and athletics. These grants are made possible by the
generosity of the Stewardship Foundation.
Russ Richardson, director of our Sports Medicine/Athletic Training
Education Program, reports that after a rigorous evaluation the
program has been awarded initial accreditation. "This accreditation is
without limitations until our next on-site review, scheduled for 2004-05,"
Russ said. "We were commended for our commitment to continuous
quality and for our improvement in the preparation of athletic trainers."
The accreditation is awarded by the Commission on Accreditation of
Allied Health Education Programs and the American Academy of Family
Physicians. Whitworth is one of only two Christian liberal arts colleges in
Washington state with an accredited program.
We said a fond farewell to our retiring faculty members this spring, and
we look forward to welcoming some great new folks this fall. I'll tell you
all about our retirees and our new faculty in the summer Mind and Heart.
At the May Faculty Assembly, our faculty moved ahead on an ap-
proach to updating Whitworth's educational goals. Our current educa-
tional goals have been on the books since the early 1980s — when VCRs
were still pretty scarce, the Internet as we know it was non-existent, and a
"wired campus" meant something quite different. For a host of 'reasons, it
is important that we conduct a periodic review of our educational objectives.
ENROLLMENT
As of last Wednesday, 410 freshmen have made their deposits for fall
1999. This represents a 17 percent increase compared with this time last
year. We have a waiting list for new freshmen, but we still have room for
transfer students who could live off campus. Our freshman applicant pool
includes students from 36 states, with roughly half our total applicants from
Washington state.
Several weeks ago, 65 of our top freshman applicants representing 12
states were invited to campus to compete for the Faculty Scholarship
Award, which provides full tuition over a student's four years at Whitworth.
Maren Anderson, from Wilsonville, Ore., and Tyler-Jon Kumakura, from
Federal Way, Wash., were selected as this year's recipients. Maren and
Tyler-Jon are both thrilled to have been selected for this prestigious
academic award, and both are excited about being part of the Class of 2003
entering Whitworth this fall.
We're very pleased to find that we have received twice as many
admission applications from international students as we had at this
time last year. I hope that my presence in Asia this week won't reduce that
number. I'll try to be polite.
STUDENT LIFE
The Associated Students of Whitworth College have elected their
executive officers for next year: ASWC President Kevin Benson, Execu-
tive Vice President Hannah Snelling and Financial Vice President Danny
Clapp. All leadership positions for next fall have now been filled and initial
training has begun. I think 1999-2000 will be a great year. Thanks to this
year's superb student leaders.
RESOURCES
It was a great day when the newly renovated Eric Johnston Science
Center re-opened its doors for a dedication ceremony April 23. Donors,
trustees, faculty, staff and students were there to tour the building, hear a
few short speeches and share some refreshments. Private donations ac-
counted for more than $1.7 million toward the renovation, and special
thanks go to the Johnston-Fix Foundation for its incredible support. The
National Science Foundation provided $660,000 and the Murdock Chari-
table Trust donated $500,000, making it possible for us to honor Eric
Johnston and his family by making the science center a place where
Whitworth students can continue to study, learn and grow.
Due to the generosity of one of our trustees, the Alder wing of the
Westminster/Alder complex will be remodeled this summer. We're
also getting ready to knock down Calvin (we're not expecting student
demonstrations over this move), so we will relocate the Economics and
Business Department to Alder this fall.
Because this is my last letter this fiscal year, I wanted to mention the
importance of your gifts. But the most important thing I want you to
know is how much we appreciate you and the many ways you support
us. June 30 is a big day in our financial life. It marks the end of another
fiscal year, and with just over one month to go until that big day,
The Whitworth Fund is on track for reaching its $1.35-million goal. It
would be extraordinarily helpful if we were able to exceed that amount, so
it would be great to have all of you check your pockets or portfolios to see
if any of your money is gathering dust. Also, we do rely on receiving your
final Phonathon pledge payments (if you've not already made them) by
June 30. If you haven't given yet this year and wish to do so, please
remember our deadline. It's really been good to see a significant number of
new members of the President's Club — friends who give $1,000+
annually to help the college. If you're interested in adding your name
to the rolls, call 509-777-4447 or e-mail Whitworth Fund Director
Dolly Jackson at djackson@whitworth.edu.
We offer huge THANKS to three of our trustees who put up matching
funds to encourage new and increased gifts to The Whitworth Fund.
Their incentive helped the Phonathon crew secure 1,200 new gifts from
alumni, friends and parents. And 700 people increased their giving. Again,
thanks to our trustees and our new donors.
ATHLETICS
I'm now in Japan, and I just heard via e-mail from Sports Information
Director Steve Flegel that javelin throwers Danielle Swift and Jeremy
Whelham scored big at the NCAA Division III track and field nationals.
Danielle finished second in the nation, while Jeremy grabbed fourth place.
Both are All-Americans who now join the ranks of Whitworth athletes who've
punctuated our first year in DIII with some terrific performances. I'll have
more on Whitworth Athletics in the summer issue of Mind and Heart.
MISCELLANEOUS
This year, Whitworth hosted the fourth annual African-American
Graduation Celebration, honoring the educational achievements of
approximately 55 local high school, college, university and vocational
school graduates, including Whitworth seniors Chris Wilson and Therman
Bibens. Whitworth trustee (and senior vice president of Ameritech Corpo-
ration) Walt Oliver gave a stirring speech, and Ministry and Multicultural
Coordinator Stephy Beans did a great job as master of ceremonies.
Considered by many to be the social register of the developed world,
the Whitworth College Alumni Directory will soon be published. Look
for the directory survey to hit your mailbox during the month of June. We
really need your biographical data. Thanks.
From June 26 to July 6,2000, you can hang out with Theatre Professor
Rick Hornor and a bunch of other great people in and around London,
England, as Whitworth offers its first post-1900s Core 650 study tour.
Total cost will be $2,700; a deposit of $300 will hold your space. Contact
the Alumni Office (509-777-3799,800-532-4668 or lyoung@whitworth.edu)
for more details. Academic credit is available.
DATES TO REMEMBER
June 25-27 Summer Alumni Reunions — 50th for the Class of 1949
(1948 and '50 also invited); 45th for the classes of 1953-55; 35th for
the classes of 1963-65; 25th for the classes of 1973-75. Contact the
Alumni Office (phone numbers and e-mail address in previous paragraph)
for additional details.
July 19-23 Whitworth Institute of Ministry
Thanks for another great year of support. To you parents, donors, alumni
and friends, I extend our deepest gratitude. In saying this,! know I speak
for our students, whom you have helped so much with your generosity.
We are first and foremost a college, one that upholds the highest of
academic standards. But we are also a Christian college, and in that
vein, at Baccalaureate each year! offer a spiritual charge to our seniors.
Someone asked me to put this year's charge in this letter, so I offer it
to you and to myself as my "last words" for the year. They're words I
first started to think about while listening to Jim Edwards teach from
Mark's Gospel:
Let Jesus be Jesus. If you decide not to follow him, let it be the
real Jesus you decide not to follow, not the picture painted by
human lives that fall so short of Christ's example. And if you do
decide to follow Jesus, let it be thereat Jesus you follow, not the
Jesus you manufacture to accommodate your social, political and
cultural tastes. And if you follow, pour out your most precious gifts
at his feet. But whatever you do, let Jesus be Jesus. God bless you.
indeart
AN UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
NOVEMBER 1999
For the past two weeks, I've had my smile on so much that my face is sore. Two weekends ago we had our board of trustees on campus, accompanied
by a bash to kick off our big Faith in the Future Campaign. Then, this past Parents' Weekend, we hosted more than 400 of our students' family members.
With both parents and trustees, I feel an acute sense of accountability coupled with a deep appreciation for their confidence in Whitworth. I do enjoy
these encounters, my aching face notwithstanding. But in a couple of hours I have a really important appointment; I'm taking four students out to
breakfast. Ultimately, it's the students to whom we should hold ourselves accountable. It occurs to me that colleges and universities spend a ton of time
courting all the support sources out there. And there's nothing wrong with that. But the best thing we can do for the people we're bent on impressing
is to pour ourselves into the life of every student on this campus. And that's a high and exhilarating calling that we're doing our best to fulfill. I hope
November brings a strong sense of God's abundance to each of you. There is much for which we owe our thanksgiving.
ACADEMICS
We mourn the deaths of two wonderful former professors this month.
The passing of Physics Professor Emeritus Ed Olson and Political Science
Professor Emeritus Gus Haas has come as a blow to all of us. Ed taught
physics and geology at Whitworth for 31 years before retiring in 1991, and
Gus was at the college from 1961-1984. Each made a rich and unique
contribution to hundreds of minds and hearts over the years, and both men
stayed closely involved with Whitworth during their retirements. It is
impossible for me to express adequately the Christian dignity with which
Ed and Gus went about their tasks. Please pray for their families.
Incidentally, when we went to the polls this week, those of us who knew
"arch-Democrat Gus" and "mega-Republican Ed" chuckled thinking of
how these two guys who have been canceling each other out for years are
probably mad they didn't get in one more vote.
English Professor Laura Bloxham recently went to Luther College, in
Iowa (where the Dave Matthews Band cut a live CD last year), and served
as keynote speaker at a conference on faculty mentoring. Laura is our director
of faculty development, a role that entails mentoring our own faculty,
especially our newer colleagues. (I like Dave, but Laura has way more to say
than the DMB — so I'm hoping they did a CD of Laura Live at Luther.)
Con mucho gusto, 70+ students, friends and faculty recently listened
to the poetry of Spanish Professor Connie Palacios, who read from two
of her published anthologies. Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs Tammy Reid reports that the readings in Spanish, with translations
provided, were "quite dramatic and impressive."
I'll say more below about Parents' Weekend, but you should know
that this event goes far beyond cookies and credit cards. We feel it's
important to give parents a taste of what we do best — academics. The menu
this year featured Associate Dean of Academic Affairs Gordon Jackson
on "Censorship: A Stone in the Shoe of a Democratic Society"; Dean of
the Chapel Terry McGonigal and Dean of Students Kathy Storm present-
ing "Faith, Fear and Foundational Assumptions"; Education Professor
Randy Michaelis on "Teaching the Net Generation"; English Professor
Pam Corpron Parker teaching "In Love with Shakespeare"; and Psychol-
ogy Professor Jim Waller presenting "Prejudice Across America." Par-
ents gave high marks to these sessions.
We're into serious musical chairs these days due to the forthcoming
renovation of Dixon Hall, our main classroom building. The massive
makeover of Dixon, which also houses our School of Education and
Psychology Department, will make it a state-of-the-art teaching facility.
Construction will begin after the fall semester, but we've already begun
offering classes in Hawthorne Hall (previously known as Whitworth
Elementary School, which we bought last year). When Dixon goes offline
in the spring we'll be tighter still on classroom and office space. Antici-
pating that, we'll move some education faculty and staff into the now-
vacant Leavitt Dining Hall. The good news is that when the music stops,
all of us will be winners with a beautiful new teaching facility. But even
with the Dixon renovations, we will still be in deep need of modem
classroom space. For that reason, a new academic building holds center
stage in our comprehensive Faith in the Future Campaign (see below).
ENROLLMENT
Alert: The deadline for fall 2000 early action freshman admission is
Nov. 30. Though non-binding, early action admission is for top students
who identify Whitworth as their first choice. Applicants will be notified by
Dec. 24 of their status. High school seniors who choose to submit the regular
decision application have until March 1, 2000, to meet their deadline.
STUDENT LIFE
More than 400 parents descended on campus for this year's Parents'
Weekend events. Parents attended a superb performance of our fall
theatre production, Brighton Beach Memoirs, enjoyed mini-colleges
presented by faculty and administrators (see above), and attended soccer
games, worship on Sunday and a Northwest salmon luncheon. For those
of you who weren't there, I'll give you our students' top complaints and
compliments (which I spoke about to the parents), according to the 1999
ASWC survey (margin of error: + or — , well, considerable):
Complaints (not necessarily in order): Sewer smell outside HUB: Can't
deny this one; neither can we figure it out, but we're working on it.
Crowded dorms: Go to the library. Forum speakers: They might mean
me. Weekend food-service hours: (We don't have grazing hours between
meals as we do during the week.) Mandatory Forum attendance: We're
taking a very close look at the Forum program. Compliments: Great
professors: They got this one right. Friendly atmosphere: There's no
question about the warmth of this campus. Laid-back attitude: We'll see
how laid-back it is when finals hit in December. Initiation: I suspect this
is a political statement designed to influence me; fat chance. Christian
environment: I pray they're right about this one.
Overlapping with Parents' Weekend was the National Association
for Campus Activities Conference, with four Whitworth students rep-
resenting the college at this event. Associated Students of Whitworth
College President Kevin Benson, on the board of this national association,
was his usual dazzling self as master of ceremonies for a number of
conference events.
Both turkeys and calendars seem to get stuffed in November. This
month brings our annual College Bowl tournaments, a coffeehouse
featuring student-written and -performed music, Caedmon's Call playing
here on the 14th, Outdoor Rec's popular Wild Walls offerings, discount
tickets to the Warren Miller ski film, ultimate Frisbee and volleyball
championships, and the start-up of intramural soccer and basketball. And
these are only the ASWC events.
RESOURCES
The Spokane kickoff of the Faith in the Future Campaign event was
wonderful. We announced our $50-million goal, of which $32.7 million
has already been donated or pledged. Included in this figure are three
major new gifts. The donations include a $3-million gift from longtime
supporters who have requested to remain anonymous; $1 million from
Karlyn and Charles Boppell (Chuck is the chair of Whitworth's board of
trustees); and $1 million from the Spokane-based Comstock Foundation.
Thanks to all the alumni, parents, employees and community leaders who
took part in the festivities. Special thanks to students who performed and
spoke. You were great. By the way, through the efforts of our new director
of communications, Greg Orwig, '91, all four local TV stations, several
local radio stations and the Spokesman-Review covered the event. One TV
anchor described Whitworth as "one of the best things about Spokane."
Visit our website at www.whitworthfuture.com for all of the information
on the Faith in the Future Campaign.
Renovations to Alder Hall were completed in late October, and the
folks previously housed in Calvin Hall (faculty and staff from our
Economics/Business Department as well as several or our Athletics
Department professors and staff members) relocated to Alder. It took
about a nanosecond to knock over Calvin Hall. The exciting event was
immortalized on videotape, and is now available for those of you unwill-
ing to wait for it to reach cult status on the Internet.
The Whitworth Fund is pretty much on track, but we really need some
serious year-end support to keep from falling behind our budgeted level.
As the end of the year approaches, we appreciate your consideration of
Whitworth in your giving plans. If you'd like to donate appreciated
stocks, contact Whitworth Fund Director Dolly Jackson (509-777-4447,
800-532-4668 or djackson@whitworth.edu) for assistance. Your
Whitworth Fund support has been great. We are really excited about the
sharp increase in the number of you supporting Whitworth. Thanks!
by finishing fifth overall, and juniors Holly Weiler and Julia Lucas received
honorable mention All-NWC by finishing in eighth and 12th place, respec-
tively. Freshman Ben Robinson was the top Pirate finisher on the men's
side, in 35th place. In addition, 11 Pirates earned NWC Scholar-Athlete
Awards by competing while holding at least a 3.25 cumulative GPA. Even
more impressive, the Pirate cross-country teams swept the men's and
women's awards for best total team grade-point averages.
ALUMNI
ATHLETICS 1999 Christmas Festival Concerts: Voices Resound
The women's soccer team celebrated Parents' Weekend with a pair
of shutout victories (goalkeeper Stacey Roberts' eighth and ninth
shutouts of the year) over PLU and UPS. Junior Suzanne Boyce fired in
two goals on Friday for the 2-0 win; then on Saturday, senior Heidi
Bohnett capped her sensational career with a midfield missile that curled
into the top of the net for the only goal of the game. Heidi's dad told me
it was the best goal of her life, and later Heidi told me the timing couldn't
have been better. Congratulations to the women for an excellent season.
Men's soccer ended the season against Whitman with a 7-0 Buc
victory — goalie Doug Lupton's tenth shutout. Last week the men beat
PLU 1-0 on Friday (on a strong shot by Andrew Dickson and a great play
by Scott Kerwien), then lost on Saturday by the same score in overtime
(for the second time this year) to UPS's 18-1 team. Both the men and the
women finished third in the nine-team Northwest Conference.
The volleyball team had the turnaround season they've been looking
for. After season records of 5-23, 9-19, 5-19 and 3-20, the women
finished with an 11-14 record, including a record of 8-8 in the NWC. The
highlight of the season has to be last Friday's match. Whitworth made a
dramatic impact on the NWC with its five-game win at PLU, dropping the
Lutes into a first-place tie in the conference. Freshman Lindsey Wagstaff
had a match-high 18 kills and hit .425 to lead the Pirates. She also had 18
digs. Sophomore Abby Jo Hornstein finished with 13 kills and 21 digs,
and freshman Nicole Weedman had 59 assists and 18 digs. With a win in
its final match, against Linfield, this very young team finished fifth in the
NWC under first-year coach Steve Rupe. Great job!
The Y2K bug can't be much worse than the one that hit our football
team. A rash of injuries left the squad in pretty rough shape, and the guys,
playing the toughest schedule in anyone's memory, dropped to 3-5 after
their game at Willamette. But last week they beat a really tough Eastern
Oregon team, 31-28, on a last-second touchdown at EOSC, and now
they're preparing for their closer against Lewis and Clark. Actually, there
have been many great moments this season, but our seniors had very high
expectations, so they were a little down before the Eastern Oregon game.
These are great guys, and I suspect they'll finish the season with energy
and pride. I'll give you a good summary of the season next month.
Our women's and men's cross-country teams both improved their
places in the Northwest Conference championships last week.
Whitworth's women took home second place, the team's highest finish
since 1992, when they were also runners-up. The men finished sixth, up one
spot from last season's finish. Junior Annie Scott earned All-NWC honors
Fri., Dec. 3, 8 p.m.  First Presbyterian Church, Bellevue
Sat., Dec. 4, 7:30 p.m.  University Place Presbyterian Church
Sun., Dec. 5, 3 p.m.  First Presbyterian Church, Seattle
Fri., Dec. 10, 8 p.m. and
Sat., Dec. 11, 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. First Presbyterian Church, Spokane
Following the Dec. 5 concert at First Presbyterian Church in down-
town Seattle, alumni, parents and friends of the college will join together
for dinner at the nearby Crowne Plaza Hotel. The event will include student
performances and a round of Christmas carols. Bonnie and I look forward
to seeing you there. Contact the Alumni Office at 800-532-4668 for details.
Forget Neiman-Marcus. Alumni merchandise is now available on the
web. Visit www.whitworth.edu/alumni to see the new Alumni Collection.
From clothing to license-plate frames, these items make great Christmas
gifts. (Order by Thanksgiving to guarantee Christmas delivery.) All pro-
ceeds go to support Whitworth's Alumni Scholarship Endowment Fund.
MISCELLANEOUS
Here's a timely reminder from Tom Johnson, our vice president for
business affairs. Generally, people just send me information for the
Mind and Heart, and then I put it into my own words. But Tom was
waxing so poetic here, especially for a numbers guy, that I offer his words
to you untouched: "While the beautiful flowers of summer have faded,
the campus is rich with the subdued colors offal! as I look out the window.
The golden red hue of the maples is prominent across the Loop, which will
turn prematurely dark by late afternoon now that we've set the clocks
back. Remember to be of encouragement to our students during these
days when the light is short and the list ofpapers to write is long." Parents,
in accord with Tom's reminder, I hope you'll give your student an extra
call this week.
I spoke with a student tonight who feels so blessed that she's whipped back
and forth between thankfulness and guilt. I don't think that's such a bad
place to be if she can manage to feel "obligated" rather than "guilty."
Those of us who work at Whitworth feel blessed, thankful and obligated.
We're blessed by God's abundant grace. We're thankful for our students
and for all of you who support them. And we're obligated to use our
blessings to provide the best mind-and-heart education possible. I hope
that this Thanksgiving all of us will count not only our blessings but also
our obligations. Certainly, you are a blessing to us.
46440.64.
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AN UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITVVORTH COLLEGE
OCTOBER 1999
I can't imagine a more beautiful autumn than the one Whitworth is enjoying right now. Since the start of classes, there have been hardly any exceptions
to the pattern of warm, sunny days and cool nights. The campus has looked spectacular, with three notable exceptions. First, the absence of rain and
the daily ultimate Frisbee matches have victimized grass in the center of the Loop. Second, Jack Frost finally claimed the flowers adorning the campus
entrance. Third, a 40-foot inflatable gorilla moved into my front yard to herald a significant birthday of mine. It's comforting to know that the green
grass and the flowers will return in the spring, but the monkey is gone for at least another 10 years, and has been returned to the edge of Interstate 90
with a stupid "Rent Me" sign tacked on its chest. All in all, we're off to a great start. We feel the presence of Christ the Good Shepherd keeping watch
over each of us. I hope you too are feeling a warm sun on your souls.
ACADEMICS
"What are the moral dimensions of this decision?" Few would
disagree that this question has been missing from much of late-20th-
century decision-making. Later this month, Faculty Development Day
will host Professor Deni Elliott, a nationally known expert on ethics, who
will help our faculty consider how they can teach ethics across the
curriculum. As our Writing Across the Curriculum program has helped
students become strong writers, we want to equip them to become moral
and ethical decision-makers.
One of our faculty's favorite gathering times is the monthly Faculty
Scholarship Forum. These presentations allow faculty members the
chance to share their scholarly activities with their colleagues and the
campus community. Intellectual stimulation and rich fellowship fill the
hour. Of course there is also food, compliments of Dave and Carol Myers.
Dave is a Whitworth trustee and alum as well as a prolific scholar and
professor of psychology at Hope College. Dave is committed to faculty
scholarship, and by funding these lunches he puts his money where our
mouths are. In this fall's first presentation, Education Professor Greg
Fritzberg discussed his recently published book, In the Shadow of
Excellence: Recovering a Vision of Educational Opportunity for All.
Physics Professor Richard Stevens had a smile on his face the other
day. He received a grant from the International Society for Optical
Engineering to buy a high-quality laser system. The equipment will be
used in physics and chemistry courses and for student research.
I mentioned last year that we are doing a comprehensive review of
our general education curriculum. Earlier this week the faculty
approved overwhelmingly a new set of educational principles. Now a task
force will take these principles and explore the ways in which they should
shape our general education program. The members of this new task force
will spend this academic year studying the top programs around the
country, and then in 2000-2001 they'll work on the specific proposals to
update and modify our own curriculum.
If you care at all about great jazz, spoil yourself. Tickets are now on sale
fOr titir annual fall jazz concert, coming up Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. in Cowles
Auditorium. Performing with the award-winning Whitworth College Jazz
Band (winner of the past three Lionel Hampton Jazz Festivals!) will be
Y.ellewjackets saxophonist Bob Mintzer, an eleven-time Grammy award
nominee. This guy swings hard. Don't miss this.
I hope we'll also see you at the Whitworth Wind Ensemble concert,
"Dances with Desi," on Nov. 21. Director Rich Strauch promises hot
Latin rhythms amid the ensemble's usual great blend of musical styles.
Senior vocal performance major Andrea Frey has been selected to
sing at the Dale Moore Master Class Series at Boise State University
this month. Moore, who is recognized as one of the best voice teachers in
the United States, is currently on the faculty at the Eastman School in
Rochester, New York. He is also the teacher of Heather Steckler, '96.
Kudos to Music Professor Michael Young, who was honored at the
Christian Fellowship of Art Music Composers, held in Portland, Ore., on
Sept. 25. Mike's work was selected for performance at the CFAMC's
annual national meeting. His composition, Five Liturgical Portraits, was
one of many entries from Christian composers around the nation. Two of the
five sections were chosen: Crucifixion and Easter.
STUDENT LIFE
Homecoming was great — lots of fun and lots of victories, as clear
weather and enthusiastic students welcomed alumni back to campus.
Wild, Wild West was the theme for the week, which began with a dinner
and karaoke night (pure torture). Tuesday was Community Building Day,
with more than 400 students going throughout Spokane working on various
service sites (the local media covered one of the projects where our students
worked). Wednesday night featured a movie and an old-West root beer
saloon. Thursday was Dorm Decorating Night, with BJ winning the compe-
tition easily. They simulated a barn, which meant they didn't really have to
change anything. On Friday night students held a bonfire, complete with
s'mores. The week ended Saturday night with the big Homecoming Dance.
Parents, we look forward to having you on campus for Parents'
Weekend. You'd be amazed at how excited your students are about
having you visit. They glow when I ask them if you're coming. You'd also
be amazed at how excited the local merchants are about having you visit.
They love you. If you can't make it, don't worry. There's a lot of short-
term adopting that goes on over the weekend. Odd as this may sound, I've
found that students feel good if you visit, but they don't really feel bad if
you don't. They understand. Maybe it's maturity. Nah.
RESOURCES
Later this month we'll launch the public phase of a very significant
comprehensive campaign. We've announced the specifics to our faculty
and staff, and by the time you get this most of you will already have heard
from us. The goal of this Faith in the Future Campaign is to strengthen our
academic resources, and our goals include a new academic building.
We'd be honored if you find you are able to support Whitworth in this
venture. Also, it would be a huge help if you would let us know about folks
who would be willing to support our mission, but who are currently
unknown to us. I must say, people have a tendency to get poor in a hurry
when they see me coming, so it would help if you put in a good word for us.
We've received several great gifts and pledges this fall, but we will
report them in our campaign communications rather than here. One of the
challenges of any special campaign, is to protect the very important annual
fund, which we call The Whitworth Fund. To that end, Assistant Director
of The Whitworth Fund Rachelle Kert, '94, has hired 28 student
Phonathoners who began on Sept. 19 and are now in their third week of
calling. We are on target to achieve our $200,000 goal; so far you've
pledged $67,000. Thank you! Student managers Brett Lau and Julia Colgan
are doing a great job of leading these students, who love chatting with you
about Whitworth. They have been excited to see more new donors involved
with the college through our Phonathon trustee challenge grant. Any first-
time gift made through the Phonathon will be matched dollar-for-dollar by an
anonymous trustee (up to a total of $25,000). Thanks again for your support.
Early this morning, Calvin Hall was transformed into a heap of rubble.
You've probably heard about the WSU'er who quipped that a tornado went
through the UW campus and did millions of dollars of improvements.
(Personally, I love the UW campus.) Well, there would be no joke value if
the story were told about Calvin. But it's gone. People who believe in
Whitworth are helping us raise the quality of our physical plant so that it will
be worthy of our academics, and Calvin Hall has served many people well,
but its departure is overdue. We have totally refurbished Alder Hall to house
displaced faculty and staff for the time being.
ATHLETICS
Homecoming was a big success. Our football team (3-1, 1-0 in confer-
ence), pounded UPS 45 to 12. Josh Parbon and Ivan Gustafson had an
incredible game, with Josh completing 21 of 25 tosses for 384 yards, and
Ivan gathering in three touchdown passes. Damian Putney had 157 yards
rushing just two weeks after setting a Whitworth record with 303 yards on
the ground against Simon Fraser. The defense continued its superb play,
giving up only two significant drives and stopping the Loggers on the UPS
three-yard line in the fourth quarter. The "thrill of victory" was definitely
tempered by a severe ankle break suffered by senior lineman Harry Suzuki
— a really good player, a really good person, and a really good leader.
In the next Homecoming game (if you don't count the Powder Puff
football game, in which Red Dogs defeated Tatonka, 14-6), our
volleyball team bested UPS, coming back from an opening game loss to
defeat the Loggers 3-1. Sophomore Kristin Turner had seven kills in a loss
to PLU on Friday, then came back and grabbed 10 more in the victory over
UPS. The resurgent volleyball Bucs are now just two games out of the
conference lead.
The men's soccer team has been on a tear. At 7-3-1, 3-1-1, standing
third in conference, the Bucs are having a great year. Homecoming
weekend was tough, as the men tied Willamette 0-0 on Saturday (with
goalie Doug Lupton making nine saves during the contest) and lost to
Linfield 1-0 in overtime on Sunday. Next up for the men: league-leading
UPS and always-tough PLU.
The women are also having an excellent season with senior Jen Dunford
— "one of the most dangerous players in the conference," according to
Head Coach Sean Bushey — leading the way for the women. The Bucs
(5-3-2, 3-1-1, 3rd in NWC) went 1-1 last weekend, losing 1-0 to NWC
leader Willamette on Saturday and bouncing back 2-0 against Linfield on
Sunday. Dunford had two assists in the win, and junior goalie Stacy
Roberts earned her sixth shutout of the season.
The cross-country teams have improved enormously this year. They
had Homecoming week off, but the week before, the men won the
Whitman Invitational, led by Ben Robinson, Eric Brucker and Tod
Goslin. And the women finished second, with great races being won by
Annie Scott and Julia Lucas. Coach Toby Schwarz is very excited about
this team.
Pirate Night was a big success, raising almost $30,000. Thanks to all the
donors and buyers. Special thanks to Rick and Diane Thomas, who broke
the bank for a dinner prepared by Bonnie and me and a small piano concert
performed by Bonnie and not me. Thanks also to Head Swim Coach Tom
Dodd, who swiped Assistant Football Coach Chris Casey's bid card to run
the price up above $700 before Chris realized what was going on, gasped
and lunged for his card.
ALUMNI
Alumni Director Tad Wisenor did an excellent job taking care of his
own Class of '89 and the hundreds of other alumni who returned to
campus for a weekend of reunions, athletics and beautiful weather.
More than 70 alumni from Tad's class (as well as from the classes of
'88 and '90) attended 10-year reunion festivities, coming from as far
away as Toronto and Virginia.
On Friday, Oct. 28, the Alumni Office will sponsor a pre-play dessert
at 6:45 p.m. before the Theatre Department presents Brighton Beach
Memoirs, by Neil Simon, in the auditorium. The $10 price includes
reserved seat tickets and a pre-play talk by director Rick Hornor, '70. The
following Saturday night, alums can enjoy dessert before the fall jazz
concert featuring guest artist Bob Mintzer. Tickets are $15 and include
reserved seats. More information will be in the mail to local alumni, or call
509-777-3799 or 800-532-4668.
Attention, Southern Californians! On Saturday night, Oct. 23, we will
be in Southern California for a pre-game supper before the Pirates play
Azusa Pacific University at 6 p.m. More information will be arriving in
your mailbox shortly; call the Alumni Office at 509-777-3799 or 800-
532-4668 if you need additional information.
FAITH IN THE FUTURE KICKOFF EVENTS
Oct. 22 — 6 p.m. The HUB at Whitworth
Nov. 6 — 7 p.m. The Edgefield Inn, Portland, Ore.
Nov. 7 — 3 p.m. Bell Harbor, Pier 66, Seattle, Wash.
Nov. 13 —2 p.m. The Lafayette Park Hotel, Lafayette, Calif.
(Note new time.)
Nov. 14 —4 p.m. The Queen Mary, Long Beach, Calif.
www.whitworthfuture.com goes live Oct. 22! If you can't make one of
the regional kickoff events, please log on to Whitworth's new Faith in the
Future website. It will premiere in conjunction with the Spokane event
and will allow you to get all of the details about this exciting campaign for
Whitworth's future.
For some reason, it has taken me all afternoon and half of this evening to
write this Mind and Heart. I'm just dry. As I was sitting here stumped! did,
however, receive a great e-mail from a '94 grad who's now a fifth-grade
teacher. So to close this issue, I decided to share these excerpts from e-mails
I've received within the last week:
"My Whitworth experience has proven one of my most vaktable
assets over the last five years, and I have just come to realize some of the
profound impact the people and ideals of that beloved institution have had
on me." (That's from the one I just received.)
"The thing Hike most about Whitworth, though, is its strong comthitmettt
to God. Whitworth openly declares its Godly identity, and that's what I
appreciate." (From a member of the Class of 2003.)
"I hope we can continue all aspects of initiation so as not to become
overly PC and wussy like the rest of society." (From a freshman respond-
ing to my concerns about initiation.)
"The things that I witnessed should not be a part of the Whitworth
community. However, I strongly believe there should be initiation at
Whitworth — a new, revised version of it." (From a student with a bit
different perspective than the one above.)
"I just want to say that I am enjoying Whitworth more than I ever
thought possible. I love it here and am glad I have most offour more years
left to go. Thank you for the part that you play in making this such an
awesome place." (That's from a student whose last sentence expresses
exactly how we feel about each of you.)
MILESTONE
i am deeply saddened to report we've just learned that Washington State
Patrol Trooper Jim Saunders, Class of '90, was murdered during a routine
traffic stop in Pasco last week. Everyone remembers Jim as one of
Whitworth's finest. Our thoughts and prayers go out to Jim's wife, Billie,
who is expecting their second child, and to the couple's two-year-old
daughter. This is hard to believe. God help us.
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AN UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
SEPTEMBER 1999
It's 7 a.m. on Labor Day. I'm tired, but it feels good to have the weekend behind me. I'm on my way to our cabin, 75 miles north of the college, using
a Dictaphone to record these reflections. Like the golfer who mentally replays every single shot (in my case aloud, over the wailing protests of my family),
I am reviewing the events of this past weekend, when we welcomed all of our new students. Here are a few of my recollections:
• seeing a father look between the mountain of junk in the back of his pickup and the Arend fire escape — the most direct route to his student's
new third-floor home;
• sitting in a dorm room with a freshman whose parents have just moved to London, and seeing in her eyes that, beyond a doubt, she will
conquer this transition;
• meeting hundreds of parents and guardians, most of whom smiled broadly on the outside but confessed to big collisions of pride and sadness
on the inside;
• greeting people at the President's Reception, wearing tights under my khakis in preparation for a skit that would surely erase those few traces
of dignity that I have tried to preserve over the years;
• listening to a parent gasp at the cost of educating his children, then watching as he realized that, as he said, "There's no more important thing
in the world that I could spend my money on";
• attending Sunday morning worship in the Pine Bowl and hearing a couple of student leaders tell how since their freshman year they have felt
the loving arms of God lifting, protecting, nudging and holding them.
ACADEMICS
This year's faculty retreat may have featured a "first" in Whitworth
history. According to one veteran, this was the first faculty meeting in
which no one came late and no one left early. Actually, we were shipboard,
with all of us sailing around exquisite Lake Coeur d'Alene on a crisp,
wonderfully clear September morning. As the weather warmed up, we
heard perspectives on the future in areas related to campus aesthetics from
English Professor Leonard Oakland; on service-learning from English
Professor Linda Hunt; on scholarly activity from Political Science Profes-
sor John Yoder; and on spiritual growth from Communication Studies
Professor Ron Pyle. Dean of the Faculty Tammy Reid then spoke to us at
lunch (ashore, at the Coeur d'Alene Resort) about priorities for Academic
Affairs during 1999-2000.
Congratulations to Greg Fritzberg, assistant professor of education,
on his new book, In the Shadow of Excellence: Recovering a Vision of
Educational Opportunity for All, published by Caddo Gap Press. Greg
argues that during the last two decades education has understandably
focused on heightened academic standards but has neglected persistent
educational inequities related to class and race. Greg will present argu-
ments from the book in Detroit in late October, and a summary article is
currently under review for the American Educational Studies Association's
scholarly journal, Educational Foundations.
Two new full-time faculty join our ranks for 1999-2000. They are Greg
Brekke, who will serve as an instructor in the English Language Program,
and Michael Ediger, who will bolster our newly accredited Sports Medi-
cine and Athletic Training Program. Greg, a Whitworth alum, has a
"decade of ESL experience, both in Micronesia and at Mukogawa Fort
Wright Institute here in Spokane. Mike brings considerable experi-
ence in sports medicine and training from Charleston Southern Uni-
versity, in South Carolina. In addition, five new colleagues will serve
as visiting professors: loana Popescu in biology; Jack Gambill and
Ruth Lapsley in economics and business; Macy Guppy in journalism;
and Kristina Roberts in psychology.
Journalism professors Ginny Whitehouse and Gordon Jackson (who's
serving as associate dean for three years) have begun two-year terms
on the Inquiring Minds speakers panel (not to be confused with The
National Enquirer's editorial panel), organized by the Washington State
Commission for the Humanities. Ginny's two talks draw on her academic
research in hate crimes and racism. Gordon speaks on censorship and the
Internet.
ENROLLMENT
I usually wait until roughly the 20th of September to write this first
newsletter so that I'll have final enrollment numbers, a few sports scores
to report, and opening convocation behind me. Because! have two weeks
of chaos coming up, I'm writing early and I don't yet know a) our final
enrollment, b) the scores of this weekend's contests, and c) whether my
opening convocation address will be any good. I do know that a) we have
a record number of students, both in total and living on campus, b) our
athletic teams are really good, and c) senior Andrea Frey's opening
convocation vocal solo will be great whether the speech is good or not.
Meeting so many younger siblings of current and former students at
New Student Orientation prompted me to include a word of caution
in this Mind and Heart. If you have students in your family or if you know
someone who will be applying for admission during this year, please urge
them to apply and deposit EARLY. Our application flow has been rising,
and next fall we will have fewer spaces for freshmen than this year. The
application deadline is March 1. We will build a waiting list after that date,
but there is a very good chance that we won't have room to draw from it.
Thanks for your help on this. We love students and work hard to attract
them to Whitworth, so we don't want them to be disappointed.
In the spirit of preparing for next year, please tell the same early
applicants not to forget Great Escape, Nov. 13-15, 1999. Call our
Admissions Office (509-777-3212 or 800-533-4668) if you would like
details. This is a great chance to experience campus life before actually
taking the plunge.
STUDENT LIFE
More than 400 freshmen and roughly 100 transfer students had this
campus rocking during orientation. It was a relief to all when classes
started on Sept. 8. Thanks go to Vice President for Student Life Kathy
Storm, Assistant Dean of Students Dayna Coleman and Associate
Dean of Students Dick Mandeville, along with their student, staff and
faculty colleagues, for their work and leadership during orientation.
As the parent of a freshman, I especially appreciated a thought-
provoking and sensitive presentation to parents on Sunday morning
that offered some excellent advice: expect your students to change in
some ways, though not necessarily in fundamental values; don't add
needless stresses to their lives like surprising them with the news that
a younger sibling has moved into their bedroom (oops); use e-mail if
you have it (that way they can answer in the middle of the night without
waking you); and give them plenty of encouragement, but let them
work out their own problems. I would also add that you should expect
homesickness (as well as your own case of "awaysickness"). It goes
away. These first few weeks are crucial for the freshmen as they adjust
to college life, so urge your student to chat often with faculty advisors
or our highly trained resident directors.
We have more than 100 student leaders who have trained, planned
and prayed for all the new and returning students at Whitworth.
These wonderful leaders are enthusiastic about the upcoming months.
They have planned great September activities, including a sold-out
Acappella concert, a whitewater raft trip, volleyball and ultimate Frisbee
intramurals, Community Building Day and Homecoming. Also, Cademan's
Call was just contracted to play later this fall. We have more than 20 clubs
in Associated Students of Whitworth College this year, all of which are
lining up their programs, so it will be a busy fall.
RESOURCES
Looks like good news from our auditors, who have finished their
fieldwork and are preparing their report. The college completed another
fiscal year in the black and added longterm endowment asset investments
to its balance sheet. Last year the endowment provided more than
$1 million in income to support student scholarships and other college
activities. Some of you remember when the endowment itself was not
much over a million dollars, and now our support from earnings exceeds
that. Thanks to all who have gone before us in providing gifts and bequests
that now benefit so many of our deserving students. We are still well short
of where we need to be in funding financial aid, but our base continues to
grow. Thanks again.
Our strong enrollment has left us tight on classroom space, but we're
managing pretty well. Life is made more complicated by the forthcoming
renovation of Dixon Hall, our main classroom building. The massive
makeover to Dixon, which houses our School of Education and Psychol-
ogy Department, will make it a first-rate teaching facility. Construction
will begin after the fall semester, but we've already begun offering classes
in the former Whitworth Elementary School, which we bought last year
and are using increasingly for our education classes. So don't be alarmed
if your student says, "I'm going to college at the elementary school."
ATHLETICS
Last weekend we got things started in soccer, volleyball and cross-
country. I didn't see Coach Sean Bushey's soccer teams, as they were
competing in Oregon. But our men played very well, winning the
Western Baptist Tournament with two victories after losing a close
match against NA1A powerhouse Seattle University. The women also
played some stiff competition, getting off to an 0-2-1 start. I chatted
with several of them and they're fired up and determined to be ready
for conference play.
Last weekend, women's volleyball equalled last season's win total.
Victories over Montana Tech, Westminster College and Rocky Mountain
College have them feeling great about the season. Sophomore Abby Jo
Hornstein, junior Alisha Simchuk and freshman Lindsey Wagstaff led the
way in these early-season matches, and first-year head coach Steve
Rupe,'89, is very excited about the way our women have come together.
Toby Schwarz has 33 cross-country runners this year, with 22 women
and 11 men. In a big meet in Idaho, the women placed second in their
division while the men finished fourth. Annie Scott and Julia Lucas ran
first and second for the women's team, and Ben Robinson (whose father
used to be timed with a calendar rather than a watch) and Erik Brucker ran
one-two for the men.
The football team looks very good; they open today against a strong
Menlo College team in California. I'll call in the results to Terry Mitchell
after the game. So, Terry, the score is... 24-21 Menlo. The Bucs battled
hard but turned the ball over six times and lost in overtime. The defense
played well and the offense moved the ball effectively, but mistakes got
us. Ivan Gustafson had two touchdowns and Damian Putney scored once,
with Matt Stueckle kicking three extra points and making several key
receptions.
ALUMNI EVENTS
Alumni Director Tad Wisenor, '89, is revved up over Homecoming
and the 10-year reunion for the Class of 1989. He expects to see MANY
friends there from his student days and he guarantees a great time for
members of the classes of 1988, '89, and '90. Incidentally, the Alumni
Office greeted new students and their parents at the Legacy Luncheon on
Saturday, Sept. 4. Tad and his assistant, Florence Young, welcomed 37
new students whose parents are Whitworth alums. It was great to see new
faces along with "old" ones.
I'm finishing this Mind and Heart on my way to San Francisco, where
more than 30 alumni and friends will join Tad Wisenor and me for our first
Bay Area football game in anyone's memory. I can't remember if we're
playing Stanford or Menlo College. Next month we'll also be holding
Whitworth events when the Pirates travel to Pacific Lutheran University
on Oct. 16 and then to Azusa Pacific University on Oct. 23. There'll be
refreshments for alumni at the PLU game, and the Azusa game will feature
a terrific pre-game buffet at Femino's Italian Restaurant. Watch your mail
for announcements.
DATES TO REMEMBER
Oct. 1 Pirate Night Dinner and Auction
Oct. 2 Homecoming
Oct. 8 Ada Redmond Reading w/Nancy Mairs
Oct. 20-22 Fall Board of Trustees Meeting
Oct. 22 Faith in the Future Kickoff Event
Oct. 22-24 Fall Break
Oct. 28-31 Fall Theatre Production, A Man for All Seasons
Parents, you and your children are in our prayers. The emptiness catches
us off guard, doesn't it? After the orientation program last Saturday night,
I was chatting with a parent in the foyer of Cowles Auditorium. In the
background I heard returning students cheering wildly as new students
left the auditorium and entered the gauntlet of support that our student
leaders had formed outside the exit. Out of the corner of my eye, I caught
a glimpse of the left sleeve of my late father's tattered old jacket, where
my mother had sewn on his hundred-mile swimming patches. Proudly
wearing his grandfather's jacket was our freshman son. A big smile
crossed his face, and he reached over and shook my hand. We walked a
few steps together until we reached the exit. I didn't really know what to
do, so I stepped to the side, leaned my head against the window and
watched him walk through the tunnel of cheers by himself. My eyes filled
with tears as the symbolism of him walking alone completely blindsided
me. I didn't fully recover until the next night after I stopped by his room.
As I was leaving, I overheard a warm and enthusiastic exchange of
greetings between him and a couple of his new friends who had just
wandered in. Somehow, it was the salve I needed. So let me assure all of
you who left your sons and daughters here over Labor Day weekend, I
heard them in the hallway and they are doing fine. And may the arms that
lift, protect, nudge, and hold our students be wrapped around us as well
during this academic year.
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AN UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
SUMMER 1999
Warm greetings to you on a warm day. The end of July presents Spokane with daytime temperatures in the mid-80s and nighttime temps that drop into
the 50s. The campus is at its best. Lush green grass covers the interior, with a huge chorus of petunias, marigolds, geraniums, roses and tiger lilies (new
this year) flanking the entrance. Incidentally, parents, tell your students that The Loop is just now recovering from the trauma of ultimate Frisbee. By the
time school starts, each blade will be standing tall, waiting to be trampled (in the name of education, of course). Welcome to those of you parents who
are new recipients of this newsletter. I write Mind and Heart every month during the school year and once over the summer. My objective is to keep
alumni, friends and parents of current students aware of various campus activities. I write you as a friend, which means I indulge in occasional bragging,
whining, smart-mouthing and preaching. My wife thinks this is why! have no friends. Whatever. Should you find yourself actually reading these letters,
there is one thing you will observe for sure: I love this college. And I am but one of many here who feel this way. It is a joy to work with our students,
their professors and our great staff. Thank you for your interest in Whitworth College. More than ever, the world needs people of high intellectual character
and deep moral strength. Of such are the students of Whitworth College.
ACADEMICS
Diana Trotter, associate professor of theatre at Whitworth, has been
honored with the American Association of Community Theatres' Best
Director Award for 1999. Diana took top national honors at the "Tony
Awards of civic theatre" for a play she directed at the Spokane Civic
Theatre this season. The production of Steven Dietz 's Lonely Planet was
ranked best in the nation at the AACT's annual festival in Memphis,
Tenn. In addition to Diana's accomplishment and the overall achieve-
ment award, the play's two leads shared best-actor honors. Congratula-
tions to Diana for her award-winning direction of this important play
about AIDS and friendship.
Education professors Betty Williams and Debbie Tully received a
grant from the Foundation for Exceptional Children. They will use
these funds to contract with parents of special-needs children. The goal is
to facilitate home visits for our students who are majoring in special
education so that they can meet and talk with parents of special-needs kids.
With sadness and gratitude, we said farewell in May to three profes-
sors who served Whitworth for a total of 86 years. Spike Grosvenor,
with 31 years of service to our Art Department; Bob Lacerte, who served
in the library for 21 years; and George Weber, with 34 years in economics
and business, retired. All three will still be based in Spokane, and all three
plan to do some heavy travelling. If you get this in time, Aug. 14 will be the
unveiling of the stained-glass window Spike is crafting for the new dining hall.
(Contact the Alumni Office — 509-777-3799 or 800-532-4668 — for details.)
At this same event, Spike will be honored for his service. We wish each of
these Whitworthians a rewarding retirement and we thank them for their
many great contributions to Whitworth College.
Political Science Professor Julia Stronks' book, Christian Teachers in
Public Schools: A Guide for Teachers, Administrators and Parents, was
published in July by Baker Book House. The book, which Julia co-
authored with her mother, Doris Stronks, has already been selected as a text
at several Christian and state universities for the next academic year. This
important contribution will be helpful to those of our alums who serve in
public education. Julia says the book is available either through the
publisher (at www.bakerbooks.corn) or through amazon.com. It should be
noted that the authors have a special perspective on this topic: Julia
practiced law before earning her Ph.D. in political science, and her mother
is a professor of education at Calvin College in Michigan.
About a month ago, I received an e-mail from Bret Stephenson, a
history major from the Class of 1997, informing me that he's been
accepted at the University of Edinburgh's School of Divinity, where
he'll study ecotheology for his M.A. in philosophy. Earlier this year, Bret
took second place in the American Academy of Religion's Pacific North-
west regional student paper competition, with his paper on Martin Luther's
concept of sin's impact on nature. The paper, done as part of his environ-
mental studies minor, was supervised by Susan Bratton, our Lindaman
Chair of Science, Technology and Society. Congratulations to both of
them. I must say, with all due respect to Bret, that both his sister, Tracy, '95,
and I found his academic prowess, well, "yet-to-be-discovered" when he
arrived at Whitworth his freshman year. So, double kudos, Bret.
Susan Bratton has also secured a $29,980 National Science Foundation
grant to support one of her ongoing research areas: environmental policy
and the ethics of commercial fishing. The grant is part of an NSF program
designed to "increase the prominence, visibility and influence of women
in all fields of academic science and engineering supported by NSF."
Susan will make three visits to institutions with relevant library collections
and spend three weeks at the Graduate Theological Union and the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley.
Here's the final word on our Y2K schedule. Jan Term is a "go" for 2000,
but we'll start classes on Monday, Jan. 10, rather than around the fourth,
when we'd usually begin. We also have a couple of unusual Jan Term
options for our Hawaii students, many of whom found air travel completely
booked months ago. Our Y2K Task Force has put together a very compre-
hensive plan with specific guidelines and contingency strategies. We'd be
happy to share this with you if you'd like.
This fall, students will be pleased to discover a few significant up-
grades in Harriet Cheney Cowles Library. Library Director Hans
Bynagle reports that we've greatly expanded the number of licensed
databases to which we have access. Some are primarily bibliographic, and
others are full-text services. If you want to see what's available, says Hans,
go to http://www.whitworth.edtillibrary.htm and click on Periodical Data-
bases. "You'll find a handy categorization by broad subject fields," he says.
Because of licensing requirements, however, most of the resources are
available only to current students, faculty and staff. (I tell stories to my kids
about how, when I was a kid, we hiked 200, sometimes 300 yards to the
library, then physically fetched our books and checked them out. We
boomers were rugged; none of this "click, click" jazz.)
ENROLLMENT
Generally, I use this section to report items related to admissions and
financial aid, but summer's a bit dull in this area. We've met our
admissions goals, and few changes occur between May and September.
We're still looking at a very full college this fall. This year, history has had
some fun with us. We closed admissions when we'd accepted the number
of applicants that typically would yield the number of new students we
want. But history was wrong, so we have a few extra students this year. I'm
sure we'll be fine, but it's going to be rather tight until things settle a bit.
STUDENT LIFE
Besides looking for a few good beds for incoming freshmen, Student
Activities is busy planning for the fall. Whitworth does new-student
orientation as well as any college in the country, but it takes much planning.
One of this year's orientation features will be the opportunity to hear the
Christian band Acappella play on campus Sunday, Sept. 5. Additional
events to start the year will include a concert featuring Five O'Clock
People, the infamous Stewart Lawn Dance, a sand volleyball tournament,
and our annual Trash-for-Cash Tournament where, if one is good at
meaningless trivia, he/she could win a lot of MONEY! "The Weekend"
and Community Building Day will follow all of this fun at the end of
September, so we'll hit the ground running for the 1999-2000 school year.
RESOURCES
Our deepest appreciation goes out to so many of you who have
supported Whitworth financially. Largely because of your generosity,
preliminary June 30 statements indicate that we closed 1998-99 in good
shape. We balanced our budget while continuing to make programmatic,
payroll and plant improvements across the college. Our endowment con-
tinues to grow through new gifts and bequests, along with solid gains in the
financial markets. We feel both thrilled and blessed. Thanks to the help of
3,020 generous donors, The Whitworth Fund collected $1,426,642 this
year, surpassing its $1.35-million goal. Contributing to the success of The
Whitworth Fund was your amazing response to our great Phonathon
students. They blew past their goal of $175,000 and raised more than
$203,000 for their college. We extend thanks to you, and to them.
Overall, the number of gifts from our generous donors increased by 13
percent this year. That represents a 9-percent increase in the number of
actual donors. Categories that were particularly strong included busi-
nesses, giving 53 percent more than they did in FY98; alumni, up 18
percent; and Presbyterian churches, contributing 11 percent more than last
year. We're especially pleased that 41 supporters became new donors to the
President's Club by making annual contributions in excess of $1,000. We
have also been gratified to see a sharp rise in the number of planned gifts
facilitated by our very skilled Whitworth Foundation team.
Every summer we rotate residence halls for a sprucing up. Stewart is
getting the most attention this year, with new showers, carpet and paint
throughout. We have also been remodeling two new satellite homes that
will house junior and senior students in a residential style. The grounds
crew has done some cosmetic work in front of Arend, and it looks much
better (a modest claim!). And two of the units in The Village have had a
makeover with new carpet, paint, bath upgrades and some window and
door replacements.
Many of you remember that last year we purchased the defunct
Whitworth Elementary School (at the northwest corner of Hawthorne and
Division). Our good friend and volunteer contractor Ron McClosky and his
crew are busy preparing a portion of the school (eight classrooms and
several offices) for use this fall. We will house the Master in Teaching
faculty and staff in the building for this school year as we prepare for the
major remodeling of Dixon. When Dixon closes in January, the Whitworth
Elementary classrooms will become a teaching location for a variety of classes
in several disciplines. The Psychology Department faculty and staff, also
housed in Dixon, got a jump on things and moved recently to their temporary
location in the remodeled Hendrick Hall (the old Student Life building).
ATHLETICS
give a good athletics report in September rather than here because
a) I'm running out of space, b) I haven't been able to talk with the coaches,
and c) we'll have a better picture of our potential after school starts. But let
me say now that football looks great, with 18 returning starters, eight of
whom were first- or second-team All-NWC; cross-country has huge
numbers and several freshman flyers ready to go; volleyball welcomes a
couple of impact freshmen and returns a number of excellent players to a
new coach; and soccer (both men's and women's) is always strong.
The softball/soccer fields project on Waikiki looks good. Our contractor
has completed the concrete dugouts for the softball field, installed the
irrigation system, finish-graded the infield surface, set the fence posts and
is ready to plant the grass. Soon we will see the beautiful green outfield of
our women's softball field. We also just witnessed the first testing of the
sprinkler system on the new soccer field, and it was a veritable Buckingham
Fountain. More work on the features of the soccer field will be completed
over the next weeks before seeding in late August.
ALUMNI
More than 200 alumni were on campus for four different cluster
reunions on June 25-27. Next year, from June 23-25, the classes of 1979-
1981, 1969-1971, 1959-1961, and 1949-1951 (with the Class of '50 being
honored) will gather for their 20-, 30-, 40-, and 50-year reunions. Make
plans now to attend. Call the Alumni Office (509-777-3799 or 800-532-
4668) if you would like to assist with the planning for your reunion.
Homecoming 1999 is Oct. 2! All Whitworth alumni and friends are
invited to come to campus for a day of fun and activities culminating in the
annual Homecoming football game (this year against University of Puget
Sound) at 1:30 p.m. And members of the Class of 1989, plan on joining
your classmates, including Whitworth Alumni Director Tad Wisenor, for
your 10-year reunion. Call or e-mail Tad (509-777-4401, 800-532-4668,
twisenorQwhitworth.edu) for more information.
The new Alumni Directory is on its way. Surveys for the 2000 Alumni
Directory are in the mail. If you haven't yet received one, wait a few more
weeks, then call the Alumni Office and they will make sure you get one.
The new directory will arrive in spring 2000 and will be more user-friendly
than ever before.
DATES TO REMEMBER
Sept. 4 - 5 Orientation Weekend for new Whitworth students
Sept. 7 Fieldhouse Registration
Sept. 8 Classes begin
Oct. 1 Pirate Night Dinner and Auction
Oct. 2 Homecoming
Oct. 29-31 Parents' Weekend
Last night a current student, a faculty member, an alum and I met at the
home of a Whitworth professor who'd asked us to review a book he's
finishing up. One of the points made in this book is the glory and joy to be
found in the present moment. When we were well into the second hour of
discussing how this book would be received in the future, the resident
teenagers bounded into the room and announced, "Enough talk; it's time
for pie and ice cream." They were right. And we enjoyed a wonderful, rich
moment. The college years are big on preparation, as they should be. But
I think nothing short of exhilaration awaits the student who seizes the
poignancy, hilarity and depth of college-life moments. In that spirit, Jesus
told his disciples to "take no thought for tomorrow...." Admittedly, Jesus
used hyperbole to make his point, but we at Whitworth have tried to design
a college experience that encourages our students to hear the voice of Jesus
when he says, "Enough talk; it's time for pie and ice cream." A great year
awaits us (after a great "now"), and we thank each of you for your interest,
prayers and support.
